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PREFACE 

There have been many histories of both music and 

musical instruments written ' up to the present time which 

deal with the evolution of the trumpet and which make men

tion of the art of olarin-playing of the eighteenth cen

tury. There are also a few works in existence which, while 

presenting an analysis of this art, give little or no his

torical background. It is the purpos·e of the writer or 
this thesis to present the history of the trumpet from pre

historic times up to the seventeenth and eighteenth cen

turies and to explain some of the reasons for the rise of 

clarin-playing and the purpose of this short-lived art. 

The period which will be covered ends with the death of 

Handel in 1759 by reason of . the fact that this type of per

formance on the t _rumpet _reached its climax in the composi

tions of Bach and Handel and declined rapidly after their 

deaths. For purposes of substantiation and elar1ficat1on, 

certain musical examples have baen employed. 

The writer wishes to express grateful appreciation 

t~ Miss Vere MacNeal whose infinite patience and helpful 

criticism have been a constant source of inspiration. 
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CHAPTER I 

HISTORY OF THE TRUMPET FROM ANCIENT TI.MES THROUGH 

THE PERIOD OF ROMAN CIVILIZATION 

Our prehistoric ancestors, in calling• to one an

other on hunts or in battles, probably felt the need to 

amplify the human vo-1ce. They may have cupped thelr hands 

for this purpose at first, but soon discovered that this 

action did not supply enough volume. No doubt some en

terprising prehistoric man then discovered he could talk 

through a round piece of hollowed wood, a bone, or a shell 
/ 

· and be heard a considerable distance away. The unusual 

sound of the voice amplified in this manner (certainly 

weird when the conch shell is used) was employed in ritual 

· ceremonials for the purpose of. frightening away evil spirits 

and enemies., Curt Sachs, in his book, !.h!, History gt_ .!t,!

sioal Instruments, considers these anplifiers the first 

trumpets: 

~he earliest so-called trumpets had no vibrating 
column of air, no mouthpiece and no expanding end 
or bell. They were megaphones cut from a hollow 
branch ore. large cone into which the player spoke, 
sang or roared. Once more he did not strive fore. 
musical sound; on the contrary, he wanted to dis
tort his natural voice and to produce a harsh sound 
in order to fr1g.hten evil spirita.l · 

lcurt Sachs, !h!,. History of .Musical Instruments 
(New York: W. w. Norton and Company, Inc., 1940), p. 47. 

l 
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The investigation of the habit-s of. primitive tr1be"s 

today bears out these suppositions of early history. Sachs, 

in the aforementioned book, quotes.from the writings of 

Gunnar Landtmen, an observer on the island of New Guinea, 

who states that many of the kings and ohiefte.1ns 1n order 

to give their voices a hollow sound, often hold a trumpet 

shell before their mouths wh~n speaking to their people. 1 

Schaeffner states that at present, in the South 
I 

Pacific, primitive tribes often dance to the accompaniment 

of e. native whistling into a conch shell, e.nd that magi

cians often speak into shells during magic rites. 2 The lat• 

ter custom is supposed to increase the magic power of the 

shell. 

The evolution of the conch shells and wooden mega

phones from mere vocal amplifiers to musical instruments 

was slow. There is no concrete evidence to indicate when 

man blew the first trumpet note; however, there art, many _ 

speculations. Galpin bases qis supposition on the fact 

that man used for food a fist found in the Cank or conch

shell in Asia and in the Biou in Europe. The fish was 

concealed so deeply within the shell that it could be 

reached only by breaking off the tip of the shell and blow

ing the ·rish out. The noise x-esulttng when the :fish was 

loosed from inside the shell may have been the first trumpet 

llbid., p. 48. 

2Andre Schaetfner, Origine S!!. instruments~!!!
sigue {Paris: . Payot ,. 1936), P• 260. 
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sound.l This same result may have occurred when the marrow 

was blown from an animal bone. Busby advances the supposi

tion that the horn of a dead animal, inadvertently receiv

ing the human breath, might have suggested the trumpet and 

shawm. 2 Regardless of the method of discovery tha~ they 

could emit sounds, these primitive instruments could not 

produce, because of acoustical reasons, more than one or 

two tones. 

At first, _perhaps only the conch-shell and animal 

horns were used, but as man's ingenuity developed, he be-

gan to make trumpets of wood and Qlay. The primitive wooden 

instrument was usually made of two pieces of hollowed wood 

put together with bark or leather to form a tube. Galpin 

says the.t this type of instrument is still found today among 

mountain folks. He cites as examples the Russian Rojok, 

the Norwegian ~ (also spelled Luur) , · the Romanian Buc.ium, 

and the Swiss A1p-~.3 There also have existed extension 

trumpets made from joining two or more animal horns. African 
. . . 

Negroes make long trumpets by fitting together several horns 

of animals with wax or animal skin. 4 There is in existence 

a Peruvian instrument composed of eleven sections of animal 

horns.5 The Maori natives of New Zealand, who became 

lF. w. Galpin, ! Textbook .2f. European Musical ·Instru
ments (London: Williama and Norgate, Ltd., 1937), p. 214. 

2Thomas Busby, ! ·General History~ Music (London: 
G, and W. B. Whittaker, 1819), pp. 2, 3. . 

p. 222. 
3Galp1n, A Textbook £!, Euro_pean .Musical Instruments, 

4Schaeffner, .QI?.• ill•, P• 266. 

5Ib1d. 
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acquainted with the civilized world only one 'hundred years 

ago, have developed e. seven-foot wooden war-trumpet which 

can be heard at a distance of several miles. 1 The people 

of this particular tribe possess a rather advanced primi

tive culture and are well-known for the beauty and crafts

manship of their sculpture, both in wood and stone. 2 

The clay instrument, which pas been cited above as 

one of the first types of man-made trumpets, 1s mde usually 

in the form of the shell t~umpet. '. No doubt this ehape is 
. ' 

predominant because of the imitative nature or prehistoric 

end primitive man's first creative impulses. Possessing 

no formal knowledge Qf the laws of acoustics, he would not 

be likely' to try something new in form but rather to copy 

the construction of the known models. Clay reproductions 

of shell trumpets have been found in Peru. 3 Sachs adds 

also that the coiled tube is better suited to the fragility 

of clay. 4 The study of Peruvian civilization has given much 

information on the early development of the trumpet. Ex

cavators found in the first stratum, in addition to the 

clay and shell trumpets, shor~ wooden instruments without 

mouthpiece or bell end short clay trumpets iil imitation 

lArthur Elson, Orchestral Instruments !!E_ Their Use 
· ( Boston: The Page Company, 1930); p. 18. 

2Hendrik Willem Van Loon, To!.~ (New York: Si
mon and Schuster, 1944), p. 22. 

3sachs, Hist~ry .2.f. Musical Instruments, P• 48. 

4Ibid., P• 202. 
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of these wooden models. 1 These short straight models mey 

have been used only tor purposes of amplification. 

A later instrument of the trumpet family, also found 

among primitlve peoples, was the side-blown or transverse 

trumpet. Sachs states that such instruments are common 

among the South American Indians and the African Negroes, 

who make th.am of either antelope horn or the tusk of an 

elephe.nt. 2 

The t'imbre of these primitive instruments., judged 

by present-day standards, was awe-inspiring. The quality 

of tone wes so horrible that their primary purpose was to 

cause fright and fear. They were employed to terrify the 

enemy in time ·or war e.nd to frighten evil spirits in time 

of peace. Rowbotham quotes the following passage in illus

tration of the frightening power of these instruments: 

"'The sound or the concb,' writes Ellis of t;,tie Conch of 

Samoa., 'is more horrific than that of the Drum' -- ·fact he 

goes on- to say that it is the most 'horrific' sound he bas 

ever heard. tt3 Rowbotham,. );l.1mself, adds that the t -ur~ or 

trumpet of the Muras, wbo .were a savage tribe or South 

America, has a "most horrible •and piercing tone."4 A panic 

don: 

1Ib1d., P• 201. 

2Ibid. , P• 48. 

:3John Frederick Rowbotham, History of Music (Lon.;. 
Trubner e.nd Comp~y, 1885 ) , I, 39 •. 

41bid. 
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is producible from the trumpet-like sound of these primitive 

instruments. This explanation probably accounts for the 

Biblical triumph of Gideon, which will be des?ribed le.ter. 

The following citation from Rowbotham shows that the modern 

savage bas a high regard for the use or the horn and trumpet 

1n warfare: 

When Orellana went his expedi.tion down the Maranon, 
the savages who from time to time attacked him al
most invariably preluded their onset by a tremendous 
din of horns and trumpets. The Muras, who were the 
scourge of the colonists in South America, would al
ways perform a wild overture on horns before commenc
ing their attack. The people of the Orinoco used 
horns for a similar purpose. The Samoans blow conch
shells as a prelude to the war. The savages of Guiana 
commence their attacks with a screech of horns and 
trumpets. l . 

The trumpets of the Orinoeos, mentioned above, were .made 

from. a clay called me.jagun wh~ch Schaeffner describes as 

"supple as paper and sticky a.a c-abbage. "2 Father Joseph 

Gu:m.illa, e.n eighteenth century missionary, as quoted by 

Sche.effner, described the transportation of these trumpets 

as follows, 

Thirty of these men sound these diabolical trumpets 
and thirty others carry them along. They have on 
one side a long stick whioh supports the flaring 
tube and which is leaned upon the shoulder of an 
Indien. 3 

In the same reference Father Gumilla states that the length 

libid., I, 37-39. 

2schaeffner, .2E.• ill•, P• 267. 

3lb1d. 
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of these instruments was two metres or about six. and one

half feet. In further illustration or these pr1i:n1~1ve uses · 

of the trumpet, Galpin makes the following statement: 

There was n<;> "soft cooing" to attract as in the pres
ent day • .••• they were employed 1n ritual to 
scare the demons, who were the , oause of human ills, 
and in wa1• to strike terror into the approaching toe. 1 

He suggests a vivid mental image with the information that 

they were used "in battle to frighten their enemies into 

running away, especially if the horns were made, as they 

~ften were, from the bones of their deceased relatives."2 

The use of the early trumpets, both the conch-shell 

and the rough tubular instruments, has been closely related 

to magic rites. According to Sachs, the ·conch-shell trumpets 

have more varied uses, both magic and non-mag1o, than the 

tubula.r trumpet. 3 The tubuler trumpet is used at oircum

oisiona, funerals and at sunset rites. · The conch shell has 

a strong magic power which can be increased if a sacred or 

magic :formula is recited into the mouth of the shell. On 

the island of .Madagascar, Sachs finds the conch shell being 

used at boys' circumcisions, funerals, ancestral rites, 

practices in which magicians call the dead from their tombs, 

healing of the sick, sacrifices after a bad dream, bathing 

of the fetishes, royal ceremonies, tor wind charms, wrestling 

1Galp1n, . Textbook S!,!. European Musical Instruments, 
p. 216~ 

· 2Frano1s w. Galpin, Old English Instruments of Mu
sic (London: Methuen and Company• Ltd.,' 1932), p. lfil. -

~Sach~, History ot Music~ Instruments, p. 48. 
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matches, convocation of the faithful, warning of' danger and 

musical performances. In other places it is used at har

vest and marriage rites, for rain charm ceremonies, at meet

ings of secret societies and exhibitions of offer1ngs. 1 

Schaeffner furnishes evidence of pri.m:1.tive conch-shell 

trumpets being used for festivals or thanksgiving as a sym

bol of the cornucopia, for announcing festivals and as a 

dance accompaniment. Dying men often blow their last breath 

into the conch shell. 2 Galpin adds to these uses that · of 

sounding conch shells to terr:Lfy the evil spirits who hold 

back the ra1n. 3 There is conspicuous use of the conch 

shell to call for rain. Sachs explains this by the tact 

that since the conch shell comes from a water animal, a 

linking suggests itself to the savage mind and he there

fore endows the shell with some influence up6n water. The 

following statement of Sachs explains this use more fully, 

.But the conch itself comes from a water animal. · This 
fact gives it the power of acting on water, and con- , 
sequently on the moon, which rules the tide. • •. • 
Its ·association with water gave it the·power in primi
tive belief to attract rain, or to stop it when there 
was too much; insta.nces can be found in so advanced a 
region as Central Europe, where it is blown into the 
wind during thunderstorms up to this day. With s!mi
lar associations the shell trumpet becomes an attri
bute of moon gods, of Vishnu in India and ~r Tlaloc 
in Mexico. 4 

1 Ibid., PP• 49-50 • 

. 2schaeffner, .2£• ill•, p. 260. 

3oalpin, ~ ' English: Instruments Ef Music, p. 181. 

4sachs, History .2f. Misical Instruments, p. 50. 

• 
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When man progressed from the Stone Age into the .Metal 

Age, the trumpet underwent transition also. The first metal 

trumpets were in the shapes of the tubular trumpet and th~ 

animal horn, but as craftsmen became more familiar with the 

metal medium, the trumpets beoeme longer and more slender. 

They grew to be es much as three or four feet in length. 

One reason for limiting the length was for convenience in 

carrying. Schwartz proposes that the length or four feet 

was hit upon because the usual playing tone, or octave tone 

above the fundamental, of that length trumpet sounds middle 

C. This note is in.the middle of the range of the human 

voice and would be the natural tone to use. 1 Since these 

instruments could at best produce only one or two tones of 

the . harmonic series, they were 1neffe~t1ve as instruments. of 

melody snd could be used only for purposes of signalling or 

for unusual and horrific effects. 

Metal trumpets were played early in ancient Peru. 

Sachs finds in the chronicle of ·the first Augustine Friars 

that the worship of the god, Tantaz~ro, included the use 

of fourteen trumpets of silver end copper. These trumpets 

were about seventy-seven centimet~rs long (Bpproximately 

two and one~half . feet). 2 · 

It will be noted that the length of these Peruvian 

1H. w. Schwartz, The Story of Musical Instruments 
. (New Yorks Doubleday, Doran -and Company, 1938), pp. 156-157. 

2$achs, Histor1 of Musical Instruments, p. 202. 
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metal trumpets, and later the lengths of the Egyptian, 

Hebrew, . Greek and Roman trumpets, is in opposition 'to the 

statement or Schwartz, given in a previous reference, namely, 

that the average . ancient metal trumpet was about four feet 

in length, g1v+ng a sound within the middle range of the 

human voice. Some of these ancient and primitive peoples 

no doubt realized the possibll1t1es of longer or shorter 

trumpets. It will be recalled . that many natives of the 

South Sea Islands and Africa employed very long trumpets, 

possibly for the awesome quality and the carrying power or 
their tones. It would appear that the more advanced ancient 

civilizations, such as Peru, Egypt and Greece, fo~nd that 

the penetri;1ting and shrill tones of the shorter trumpets 

made· up in psychological effects for their lack of carry

ing power, and therefore they preferred the latter. 

The Sumerians, who possessed an advanced viv111za

tion as early as the f1fth ·millenn1um B. C., had a word for 

the horn which was pukku! To the Sumerians, as with the 

pr1m1t:1.ves, music possessed certain powers or magic, an~. 
consequently it was used in connection with religious serv

ices. It was officially recognized by state and religious 

authorities. In addition to its connecti,on with rel1g1on 1 

music was also practiced by .this people for the sake of 

pleasure. McKinney and Anderson say of Sumerian musio: 

It was both vocal and instrumental, employing the 
services of many instruments, among them harps, 
lyres, flutes, drums, reed pipes, double as well as 
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single, and, in a later, more decadent phase, trum
pets, timbrels and rattlea.l 

Sumerian music passed through many stages, finally attain

ing a golden age about 2000 B. C. After this period, it 

became more and more sensual and decadent. 

Galpin refers to the ancient Sumerian legend of 

Gilgamesh, which is supposed to be the earliest record of 

the making of a horn or trumpet. This Sumerian myth, dat

ing from the fourth or third millennium B. c., tells of the 

l ·abors of this particular Sumerian hero, G!lgames];l, who me.de 

a trumpet out of the hollow branch of a tree, attaching a 

larger portion of hollowed wood to the end, for the pur

pose or augmenting the sound. 2 This legend seems to prove 

that people early discovered by experience the advisability 

of adding e. resonator me.de of gourd, wood, or horn to serve 

ea a bell. When this happened, they may be said to have 

made .a discovery along the line of the important acoustical 

principle of resonance. 

'l'he Sumerians must have used metal with which to 

cover their instruments, for they ~arly used the desig

nation, urudu, meaning "metal." Some Sumerian texts refer 

to horns made of gold; however, these instruments probably 

were not solid gold but only covered with the metal. Sachs 

1Howard D. b~Kinney and W.R. Anderson,. Music in 
History (New York: American Book Company, 1940), p. 40. 

2oalp in, Textbook .2f. European Mus 1c al Instruments , 
p. 215. 
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mentions an inventory of presents offered by King Tushratta 

or· Sumeria to King Amenophis IV of Egypt, about 1400 Bo c., 
which contains a specified 11st of forty horns, all covered 

with gold and studded with precious stones. Seventeen of 

them are expressly called ox horns. 1 Straight tubular trum

pets were often made entirely of gold and depicted with sol

diers playing them as late as the Assyrian epoch. After 

the fourth millennium B. c., the Sumerian civilization 

ciosely paralleled that of her neighbor, Egypt. 

About six or seven hundred miles southwest or the 

Tigris-Euphrates Valley lies that other rich valley, the 

basin of the Nile, which nurtured ancient Egypt:t.an civ111-

zation, where by the fifth millennium B. c., people in 

farms and villages possessed a complex culture. His

torians suggest 3400 B. C. as the date for the establish

ing or the first dynasty in Egypt. From the.t time forward, 

the settlements of the lower Nile Valley were welded into a 

political and administrative unit under a line of Pharaohs, 

whose reign came to be known as ·the "Old Kingdom." It will 

be recalled that the pyramid age came during the period or 
the Old Kingdom from about 2900 B. C. to 2760 B. C. About 

2000 B. c., the Old Kingdom, weakened by internal strife, 

gave way to a new era of splendor, the Middle Kingdom. 

This period was broken up by the invasion of the nomadic 

Hyksos who established the line ·or the so-called "Shepherd" 

1sachs, Histor1 of !i'i'Usical Instruments, p. 73. 
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kings. The Hyksos were driven from Egypt around 1600 B. C. 

by King Amasis who extended the frontiers of his country 

into Ethiopia, Arabia, Palestine and Babylonia~ The expec

tation would be that the Egyptians spread their culture into 

Asia, but according to Sachs, the converse is true. He 

supports this •conclusion with the following statement: 

The influence, as far as musi~ is concerned, is evi
dent from the sudden appearance of many Asiatic in
struments: vertical angular harps, lyres, lutes, 
oboes and trumpets, . while the Egyptian flute and 
double clarinet disappear.l 

The Egyptians possessed a high regard for military 

organization:, and .the trumpet was one of their favorite mar

tial instruments. Farmer states that even though both the 

trumpet and drum were used to enliven and regule.te the 

march, the trumpet along was used to give signals. 2 The 

trumpeter's post in battle, eccording to Egyptian wall

paint1ngs, was usually at the head or his corps; the drum

mer's place was in the center of the column or near the 

standard bearers. When the ~rumpets and drums marched in 

the van, they c9mb~ned for form a band. Farmer gives this 

.curious information: "There · 1s a representation of some 

troops defiling past, with t~e band drawn upon one side, as 

-is the custom in modern armies."3 The trumpet is pictured 

lsachs, History~ Musical Instruments, PP• 8~-87. 

2uenry George Farmer,~ Rise fil!g, Development of 
.Military Music ( I.ond·ont William Reeves, n. d.), pp. 2-3. 

3Ibid. 
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for the first time in Egypt about 1415 B. C. , being ple.y-ed.· 

by soldiers. 1 As Will be noted, the Egyptian use of the 

trumpet to enliven the march and to give signals was quite 

a step forward from the unorganized use or the instrument 

by peoples of earlier times,solely to cause fear am fright. 

Although ·trumpets were not often used as aceoUlpani

ment to the religious oeremonie s or the Egyptians, they 

were employed in the worship of Osiris, the god to whom, 

according to Egyptian mythology, they owed .their invention. 

Sachs gives the following pictorial reference in regard to 

this use: -0 0n a painted coffin from the last Roman epoch 

of Egyptian antiquity, a worshiper is depicted blowing a 

trumpet before, one rather should say up to, Osiris."2 

The favorite Egyptian t~mpet was made in conical 

form from a yellow metal, probably in simulation of gold. 

It possessed a distinct mouthpiece and a rather wide bell~ 

Its length was a.bout two feet, thereby placing its pedal 

tone around our middle C • . Because of faults of manufao-
I 

ture, no doubt its tones were restricted to the five tones 

illustrated on the .following page, Jwith perhaps only the 

f'irst three being possible. These short trumpets, playing 

such high notes, could not have produced an agreeable sound, 

and in support of this belief there is Plutarch's analogy 

from his Concernins ~,!!!!Osiris, in which he likens 

lsachs, Histor:r .2f Musical Instruments, · p. 100. 

2 Ib1d. ~ P• 113. 
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the sound of the Egyptian trumpet to the braying ·of an ass. 1 · 

-0-

~ 
Q 

25 
'2 

-e- 2 3 1- 5 I 

; 

J i 

The first mention of the trumpet in the Bible comes 

after the children of Israel were delivered from their 

Egyptian captivity. According to the Bible, Ailoses, 1.n the 

laws received from God for the governing of the Hebrew peo

ple, records the following command concerning ~he manufac

ture of trumpets: 

And the Lord spake unto Moses saying, Make thee two 
tr~ets of silver; of a whole piece shalt thou make 
them: that thou mayest use them for the calling of' 
the assembly~ and for the journeying of the camps.2 

The fact that the trumpet did not appear in Hebrew 

records until after the period of Egyptian captivity would 

seem to prove that Hebrew acquaintanqe with the instrument 

came through direct 0011ts.ot with Egyptian civ111zat1on. 

The trumpet was also known in Assyria at this time, but it 

is unlikely that much direct influence was exercised over 

Israel by the Assyrians during this period or history. The 

outer shape or the Hebrew trumpet was much like that of 

the Egyptians. Flavius Josephus, dtstinguished Jewish 

1Gustave Reese; Music 1n the Middle Age! (New York: 
W. w. Norton and Company, 1940), p. 7. 

2Numbers 10:1-2. 
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historian born in Jerusalem about 37 A. D., describes the . 

Hebrew trumpet made by M:>ses as being a little less then a 

cubit ~eighteen inches) in length.l The shortness of this 

trumpet would suggest some kinship with the Egyptian instru-

. ment. On the arch erected by the Romans f'or the Elnperor 

Titus -after his conquest of Jerusalem in 70 A. D., there 

are pictured the holy objects ransacked from the Te~ple. 

Among them is a trumpet corresponding to the description of 

Josephus and also bearing resemblance to many trumpets pic

tured on Egyptian reliefs and paintings.2 

While the shape of the Hebrew trumpet is explain

able by Egyptian influence, the f~equent use or two trum

pets· is not. This command has b.een previously quoted: 

"And the Lord spake unto IV.bees saying, Make thee m_ trum

pets of silver." While this duality was not present in 

Egyptian ceremonies, it was used among other peoples. 

Sachs gives a few examples of this duality in both ancient 

and modern civiliz~tions: 

Curved, metal trumpets of the Nordic bronze ages, 
the so-called lurer, /jluraf/, were almost alw~ys 
found in pairs; twin metal trumpets in Anc.ient 
Afghanistan were played simultaneously, as they 
still are 1n modern India and Tibet, and the same 
1s true with the wooden trumpets of Lithuania, 
Ruman1a and Chile.3 · 

lThe Works of Flavius Josephus, trans. William 
Whiston (Phlladelphia1 David McKay, n. d.), p. 117. 

2sachs, History!!!_ Musical· Instruments, p. 113. 

3lb1d. 
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Sachs go_es on to say that twin trumpets are deeply rooted 

in old ideas of synnnetry and pair-formation. 1 

The trumpet appears to have been the most sacred of 

all Hebrew instruments, its perforn:iance being restricted 

to the priesthood. This restriction was ordered in the 

first commandments given to lJ.bsest • 
And the sons of Aaron, the priests ., shall blow with 
the trumpets; and they shall be to you for an ordi
nance for ever throughout your generat1.ona. 2 

The trumpet either heralded or participated in al

most every event 1n Jewish life. It was blown in both the . 

day of gladness and the day or solemnity, as ordered in the 

additional commandments in Numbers: 

Also in the day of your gladness, and in your solemn 
dnys, end in the beginnings of your months, ye shall 
blow with the trumpets over your burnt offeringst 
and over th~ sacrific&s of your peace offerings. 

During the Exodus, trumpets were used to call the 

camps together, either in assem_bly or singly. Among the 

commandments of God to Moses are specific instructions for 

the calling together of the people with tru~ets: 

And when they shall blow with them all the assembly 
shall assembly · themselves to thee at the door of the 
tabernacle of the congregat:f.on. And if they blow but 
with one trumpet, then the princes, which are heads of 
the thousands of Israel, shall gather themselves to 
thee. When ye blow an alarm, then the camps that lie 
on the east parts shall go forward. When ye blow an 

1 Ibid. 

2Numbers 10:8. 

3Numbers lOilO. 
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alarm the second time, then ·the camps that lie on the 
south side shall take their journey-;they shall -blow 
an alarm for their journeys. But when the congrega
tion 1s to be gathered together, ye shall blow but ye 
shall not sound an alarm.I 

There must. have been· some distinction in the manner of play

ing, even then, as borne out by this curious different1a

t:lon in the le.st sentence between "blow" and "sound an 

alarm." 

God also commanded that trumpets be sounded when the 

Heb~ews were oppressed in war: 

And 1f ye go to war 1n your land against the enemy 
that oppresseth you, then ye shall blow an alarm 
with the trumpets; and ye shall be saved from your 
enemies.2 · 

In connection with wars, the trumpet was usually sounded 

after victory, as it .was for the triumphant entrance of 

Jehosophat's army into Jerusalem, after the battle against 

the Moabites and the Ammonites: "And they came to Jerusalem 

with psalteries and harps and trumpets unto the house of 

the Lord."3 Gideon defeated a multitude as thiek as "grass

hoppers" with an army of three hundred men, all blowing 

trumpets. The noise of the trumpets is supposed to have 

frightened the enemy into submission, and this- is readily 

understandable from the story as told in the King James Bible: 

And he divided the three hundred men into three com
panies, and he put a trumpet in every man's hand, 
with empty pitchers, and -lamps within the pitchers., 

lNumbers 10:3-7. 

2Numbera 10 t 9. 

311. Cl';lronioles 20:28. 
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And he said unto them, Look on me, and do likewise: 
• • • • When I , blow \lfi th a trumpet , I and al 1 the. t 
are with me, then blow ye the trumpets also on every 
side of all the camp, and say, The sword of the Lord, 
and of Gideon. So Gideon and the hundred men that 
were with him, came unto the outside of the camp in 
the .beginning of the middle watch; and they had but 
newly set the watch: and th~y blew the trumpets, and 
brake the pitchers that were in their hands. And the 
three companies blew the trumpets, and brake the 
pitchers and held the lamps in their left hands, and 
the trumpets in their right hands ·to blow withal, and 
they cried, The sword of the Lord, end of Gideon.l 

No doubt this victory was attributable to the psychological 

effect on the enemy of hear:h1g, in the middle or the night, 

three hundred shrill trumpets, and seeing three hundred 

weird lights created by the la.mps burning within the 

pitchers. 

Since the Hebrew nat:1.on was not primarily a warring 

nation, the greatest use of the trumpet was in religious 

ceremonies, where the trumpet was an integral part of the 

Temple services. Judging from the following quotations, it 

informed the people when they were to t·ake pert in the rit

ual. Sam1nsky gives the following description of a Temple 

cer1emonial: 

Ancient Temple c~remon1al opened with the priests' 
reciting the benediction, of the Ten Commandments 
and of the Sh 'ma Israel. ''Hear, O Israel J" followed 
by an offering, Then the mafrepha, a sort or p1pe
organ, played an interlude, · nd the priests pros
trated themselves befor~ the altar. The trumpets 
sounding calls, named tekia e.nd terua, usher'ed in 
the levites• chorus singing the ~safiiis or p~ssages 
from the Pentateuch. After renewed trumpet calls 
the whole people prostrated themselves, wherewith the 
ceremonial was ended.2 

lJudges '7: 16-20. 
2Lazare· Sam1nsky, Music of the Ghetto and the Btble 

(New Yorks Block Publishing Colilpanf,1934), p-;-T9:-- · 
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Sachs gives a description, taken from the Talmudian trac

tate Tamid 7:3-4, of the closing of a Temple oeremoriy early 

in the morning. The high priest has just been solemnly re

ce 1 ved by the priests: 

They gave him the wine for the drink-offering, and the 
Prefect stood by each horn of the Altar with a to·wel 
in his hand, and two priests stood at the table of the 
fat pieces with two silver trumpets in their hands. 
They blew a prolonged, a quavering, and a prolonged 
blast. Then they ca.me and stood by Ben Azra, the one 
on hi·s z,ight and the other on his left. When he . · 
stooped and poured out the drink-offering the Prefect 
waved the towel and Ben Azra clashed the cymbal and 
the Levites b~oke forth into singing. When they · 
reached a break in the singing they blew upon the 
trumpets arxi the people prostrated themselves; at 
every break there was a blowing of the trumpet and at 
every blowing or the trumpet there wa.s a prostration.l 

The trumpet signals mentioned in the above referenees were 

no doubt rhythmic, and probably without musical qu$lity, as 

borne out in Idelsohn's explanation of the terms tekia and 

terua: "1'he Bible applies the terms 'blowing' -- tekia., 

meaning long notes, and 'shouting' -- terua, meaning short 

no·tes in. staccato or tremulo form. "2 In the same refer

ence, Idelsohn writes that although the terms "shouting'' 

and "blowing" are applied in the Bible to the trumpet,the 

term nagen meaning "to produce · _musical tones" is never ap

plied. 'l'he tekia:-terua. form of playing was used on both 

the trumpet and the ahophar or: ram's-horn. Up to the pres-

. ent day Arabic shepherds in Palestine call their ·sheep and 

_, lcurt Sachs, !h! Rise £!. Mus,1c !!l the Ancient World, 
~ ~ West (New York: -W:W. No:rton and Company, 1943), p. 61. 

2A. z. Ip.elsobn, Jewish Music (New York: Tudor 
Publishing Company, 1944), p. 9. 
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cattle with a tekia-terua-tekia sound of a shofar. 1 

These two instruments, the trumpet and the shophar, 

are differentiated 1n the Bible by the terms,· Chetzotzera, 

· the metal trumpet, and the Sbofar, the ram's-horn (or some-

. times Shophar). 2 Sachs quotes the following passage from 

the Talmudian tractate Rosh-hasbana III:2-6, in which there 

is shown the contrasting use of the Ohatzotzera and the fil:!2-

~ in one ceremony; the parentheses have been inserted by 

Sachs: 

The shofar (blown in the Temple) at the New Year was 
{made from the horn) of the wild goat, straight, with 
its mouthpiece overlaid with gold. And at the sides 
(of them that blew the shofar) were two (that blew 
upon) trumpets. The shofar blew a long note and the 
trumpets a short note since the duty of the day fell 
on the shofar. (The ahofars) on days or fAst1ng were 
rams horns, rounded with their mouthpiece overlaid 
with s1.lver. And between them were two (that blew 
upon) trumpets. The shofar blew a short note and the 
trumpets a long note, since the duty or the day fell 
upon the trumpets.3 

Flavius Josephus, in his Antiguities ~~Jews, 

describes the Ohatzotzera as a little less than a cubit in 

length, composed of a narrow tube somewhat thicker than 

a. flute and ending in _the form of e. bell. 4 Idelsohn adds 

that a wide mouthpiece was used wtth it. 5 - The Chatzotzera 

is also pictured on Jewish coins of the later part of the 

lill,g_., n. 12, p. 495~ 

2.!!?!!!•, PP• 10-11. 

3sachs, History .2f. Musical Instruments, pp. 110-111. 

4works of Flavius Josephus, p. 117. 

5Idelsohn, .2£• ill•, P• 11. 
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period of the Second Temple, which was sometime during the 

first three centuries B. o·., as the Temple was rebuilt in 

520 B. C. 

Two trumpets were the minimum number prescribed in 

Numbers 10:1-2, for use in the Te1;f!Ple ceremonies. However, 

many more could be employed. At the dedication of Solomon's 

. Temple, for instance, one hundred and twenty trumpets were 

sounded: 

Also the Levites which were the singers, all of them 
of Asaph, of Heman, of Jeduthun, with their sons and 
their brethren, being. arrayed in white linen, _having 
c;ymba.ls and psalteries and harps, stood at the east , 
end of the altar, and with them an hundred and twenty 
priests sounding with trumpets.l . 

The idea of one hundred and. twenty trumpeters 1s a little 

overwhelming to the modern conception or trumpeting. Since 

the Hebrew trumpets were only about sixteen or seventeen 

inches in length, the combined sound of one hundred and 

twenty of these instruments must have been awesome indeed. 

This Temple celebration marked a forward step in the develop

ment of Hebrew music, for before the dedication, Solomon 

had established a school for musicians, which was in reality 
. 

an academy of religious music. Four thousand out of the 

thirty-eight thousand Levites were selected as students. 

They were divided into twenty-four groups and taught by 

twelve masters.2 Rowbotham describes this love of the 
I 

, Hebrews for overwhelming numbers very vividly: 

lII Chronicles 5:12. 

2sachs, History ·2! Musical Instruments, p. 114. 



To the Hebrews, mu~ic was not an art, but a voice in 
which they poured forth their soul to Him "that In
habited the praises of Israel" • • • • "One hun
dred and twenty priests blowing their trumpets" -- a 
scream of sound1 Harshness 1s forgiven to that en- · 
thusiasm which so wrestles for expression, and sees . 
heaven open. before its eyes.1 

23 . 

Josephus makes the astonishing statement that King Solomon . 

ordered 200,000 trumpets made according 1o the pattern of 

Moses for woz•ship in . the temple of Jerusalem. 2 This num

ber is probably a great exaggeration, since Josephus was 

not too reliable an historian; however, the .statement shows, 

apparently, that the Hebrews must have employed a great many 

trumpets if such an impFession could even be created. 

Among other references to the use, of the trumpet 

by the Hebrews on religious and festival ocoe.sions, there 

is the account of the rebuilding of the walls of Jerusalem -
after the return from Babylonian captivity. The new walls 

were dedicated with a great celeb:rat1on partly described 

in the following quotation from Nehemiah: "Then I brought 

up the princes of Judah upon the wall, • • • • And cer-

tain of the priests' sons with trumpets."3 The removal of 

the sacred Ark of the Covenant from Kirjath-jearim to 

Jerusalem during David 1s reign was accompanied with "sing

ing, with harps, and with psalteries, and with timbrels, and 
·, 

with cymbals, and with trumpe1;:s."4 The trumpet was a con-

spicuous instrument at the ~eremony of the anointing of the 

lRowbotham, .212.• ill_., I, 112. 
2!.h! Works .2f Flavius Josephus, p. 253. 

3Nebem1ah 12:31, 35. 
, . 

41 Chronicles 13:8. 



kings of. Israel, as it was at the crowning of Joash: 

The king stood at his pil_lar at the entering ini and 
the princes and -the trumpets by the king and al the 
people of

1
the land rejoiced, and sounded with 

trumpets. . . . 

24 

There are frequent references to. the trumpet in the book of· 

Daniel. In connection with King Nebuchadnezzar, there is 

the well-known verse: "As soon as yo~ hear the sound or 

the trumpet • • • • you she.11 prostrate yourselves."2 

. The idea underlying most of the ceremonial uses of 

the trumpet as a means to attract God's ~ttention was of 

primitive -origin. Se.ohs does not believe that it fits in 

with the uplifted Judaism of the Prophets, as Elijah 

preached it. Elijah scoffed at the worshippers of Baal who 

needs must . call their god to awakening. This custom may 

have crept in through Egyptian influence, but in spite or 

its lack of coherence with Judaism, 1t persisted· as late 

as the middle of the second century B. a. When Judas Mao

cabaeus revolted against the Syrian kings, the Israelites 

prayed to the Lord an~ then sounded their trumpets and 

cried in loud voioes. 3 

Because of the religious nature of the Hebrew peo

ple, it seems likely that the trumpet, which was so closely 

bound to their spiritual life_., must have been a great force 

111 Chronicles 23:13. 

2sachs, Histor;: of .Musical Instruments, p. 83 (para
phrasing of Daniel 3:5. 

3Ib1d., pp. 112-113. 
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in their civilization. They went a step farther than the 

Egyptians end employed the trumpet in the role of a national 

instrument for the purposes of worship, celebration and com

munication. It does not seem unusual ,that this was the fa

vorite musical instrument of the Hebrew people; rather does 

it seem likely that its natural connotation of strength 

would make it a .fitting tool with which a religious nation 

might express its faith. 

On the other hand, the music of the Assyrians, since 

they were by natuxle a warring nation, was essant1.ally mar

tial in character. Rowbotham writes that "drums, trumpets, 

and cymbals brayed and clashed in the Assyrian concerts," 

and that instead of "orchestra.," as with the Egyptians, 

one must now say the "band," for "we are to speak of a mu

sic in which we seem to hes.r the warhorse neighing. nl 

While the Chatzotzera, according to Idelsohn, came to the 

Hebrews through Egyptian channels, it ·was lmwwn at the same 

time in Assyria.2 

Although the countries of the Orient, especially 

China and India, developed ancient cultures, the progress 

of their civilizations did not parallel that of the Medi

terranean peoples. Van won concludes that the earliest 

Chinese pictures, which date ~aok to 1800 and 1200 B. o., 
are crude and quite inferior to the work of the cavemen of 

1Rowbotham, 2£• fil•, I, 102. 

2Idelsohn, .212.• cit.t p. 10. 
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Spain, whose work was done much earlier than these de.tes. 1 

It will be noted that these dates are considerably later 

than the beginning of the Sumerian end Egyptian civiliza

tions. 

The trumpet of so~thern India dm"ing the fix•st 

century B. c., and probably earlier, we.a much like that of 

Assyria and Egypt. Sachs describes this typical trumpet as 

being about two and a half feet in _l~ngth and consisting of 

a rather large cylinder and a comparatively slim conical 

bell.2 Here, again, appears the use of trumpets in pairs, 

for two of these instrumerits are blown simultaneously by 

the same player. Sachs describes another type of trumpet 

as depicted on a relief of' the ·first ce:r:itury A. D. at the 

temp~e of Sanchi in central India, in which this duality 

is Ol?served: 

Two (once. more twol) ·non-Ind:1.an men, probably 
Afghans, play long trumpets which bend upward 
just beyond the mouthpiece for four or five feet 
and then jut forward to form a bell shaped like the 
gaping mouth of .an a_~Jffle.1.3 

The Chinese have possessed trumpets since antiquity. 

The oldest and perhaps the most common is the end-blown 

shell trumpet, hai 12, of the ChitJese fishermen and the 

Buddhist pr1esta.4 There are also three prominent types of 

1 . . . ' 
Ve.n Loon, .21?.• ill•, p. 458. 

2sachs, History of Musical Instruments, p. 153. 

3Ib1d., PP• 156-157. 

4 Ibid. 1 P• 210. 
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tubular metal trumpets, one being the hao t'ung, a trumpet 

too long to be played without being rested on the ground 

and very unusual in that its tube ends 1n a long, wide cylin

der, made e1.ther of wood, bronze or iron, instead of termi

nating ins bell. The tube itself, when not in use, can be 

slid into the end cylinder. These instruments are played 

in pairs in funeral processions, when the players oan stand 

still and rest their instruments on the ground. 1 Another 

type of metal trumpet is the straight trumpet, 1! !?.!., con

sisting of a thin, conical tube, made of two or three sec

tions fitted . together, which can be telescoped in.to ea.oh 

other when not in use, and terminating in a large bell. 2 

This trumpet, which came from Mongolia. and Tibet, also re

sembles some of the straight trumpets depicted in medieval 

European art works.5 China was influenced by Wastern cul

tures, especially in the early Middle Ages, as she was fre-

11uently being conquered by fore.ign rulers, and alter

nately was conquering other countri~s. Perhaps this influ

ence is shown in the feet that the Chinese had a .J-shaped 

trumpet almost identical to the Roman lituus. 4 As photo

graphed by Kinsky, . this trumpet, called. the !! kiao, has a 

very narrow tube which is slightly conical in the last 

lsachs, History of Musical Instruments, p. 211. 

2Ib1d. 

2Ib1d. -
4u1r1c Daubeny, Orchestral~ Instruments (Lon

don: William Reeves, n. d.), p. 82. 
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joint and expands abruptly into a bell after the curve in 

its tubing. 1- Whether this instrument came from Roman in

fluence, whether the reverse is true, or whether these ·in

struments had no connection, is a matter only for specula

tion. 

Tibet and Mongolia have a sixteen-foot instrument 

thousands of year~ old, which is found only in these coun

tries. Sachs describes it as being made of red copper, in 

straight form, with gold and silver decorat1.ons occasion

ally added. 2 This unique type of trumpet is used only 1m 

Lamaist ic ri tmtls in the Tibet al mountains, where two of 
• I . 

them are sounded alternately. The bells must be either 

rested on the ground or supported with a cord by a boy serv

ant. Their low, weird, terrifying notes can be heard far 

away in the mountains. An article by Joseph Rook, pub-
,,. 

lished in National Geographic Magazine, entitled "Life 

Among the Lamas of Chon!," pictures two monks of the -Choni 

lamasery playing ~hese huge trumpetIJ. 3 These lame.aeries 

described are located in Chon!, a Tibetan principality of 

Kansu Province in China. These sane trumpets pictured have 

been used there since antiquity. 

During about the first two millenniums B. c., there 

.was developing on a peninsula bordered by the Aegean Sea, a 

1Georg Kinsky (ed.), A Histor.z of Music in Pic,tures 
(New York: E. P. Dutton and Company, 1937), p. ~-

2sachs., History £!_ Musical Instruments, p. 212. 

3J·oseph Rock, "Life Among the Lamas of Chon!," !!.
tione;l Geographic Magazine, November, 1928, p. 569. 
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culture which la.id the foundations for our modern Western 

c1v111zationa. The Grecian age of ·glory began about· the mid

dle of the seventh century B. c., when the first Greek tem

ples were constructed, and it lasted until the middle of 

the fourth century B. c. The trumpet, however, was not much 

used by the Greeks. The Grecian temperament seemed to call 

for the soft music of the lyre and the flute, rather than· 

the loud voice of the martial trumpet. Perhaps the reason 

for this lies in the fact that the main component of Greek 

music was inelody, and since the trumpet of that time was 

not cape.bl~ of producing more than one or two, certainty 

not more than three, overtones, it was more percussive than 

melodic. The main use of the trumpet was in warfare; there.;. 

fore the Greeks favored the straight type which they oalled 

the salpinx. This instrument was descended from the trum

pets of the ancient Assyrians, Egyptians and Hebrews, Al

though the Greek trumpet was a little longer than the more 

ancien~ ones, Sachs believes that the initial sf vowel 

indicates a pre-Hellenic origin of the name also. 1 The 

only Greek trumpet pres·erved to the present time, accord-

ing to Seohs, is at the M.lseum of Fine Arts in Boston. The 

cure.tor, L. D. Caskey, places it historically in the· second 

half of the fifth century B. : c. 2 Its ivory tube is made· in 

thirteen sections fitting into one another and strengthened 

1sachs, History of Musical Instruments, P,• 14~. 

2 Ibid. 
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at the joints by bronze rings. It has a long funnel-shaped 

bell made of. . bronze; the mouthp1.ece is slightly enlarged 

without being cup-shaped. It is approximately twenty-two 

and one-half inches in length. Both Schwartz1 and _Daubeny2 

write that the salpinx is chronicled as having been used at 

the ·siege of Troy (ca. 1300 B. c.). H_owever, in ancient 

Greece, the trumpet was not used for _ martial purposes as 

extensively as the flute. Th e trumpet wo.s considered capa

ble of arousing too much emotion in the soldiers. Farmer 

says of the Grecian use of the trumpet: 

•••• although they used the trumpet for signal
ling •••• they considered its tone too inspir
ing and likely to make the soldiers i~etuous, whilst 
the soothing tones of the flute during t~e march and 
exercises kept the troops oool and firm. . 

The sound of the ancient flute m~st have . l]een stirring., too, . 

at times, for Busby finds en-ough ey-idence to say of it: 
, 

"The tones and power of the ancient tibia were suff1.c1ently 

boisterous to come under the description of those of the 

clarion. 0 4 As the trumpet developed,· and as· Greeian ·music 

became more turbulent, the Greeks osme to believe mor·e and 
.... 

more in the inspiring powers of the trumpet. Busby quotes 

Plutarch, who says in bis Symposiacs~ 

The ancient Greeks were very careful to have their 
children thoroughly instructed in the principles of 
music ••••• they also found it a powerful 

1schwartz, .2E.• ill•, p. 159. 

2Daubeny, .2.E.• ill•, p. 82. 

3F~rm~r, Mili te.ry Mus1o, . p. 3. 

4Busby, .21!.. ill,. , p. 136. 
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incentive to valour, and, accordingly, me.de use of .the 
pipes, or flutes, when they advanced to battle. The 
Lacedemonians and the Cretans did the same; and in our 
times, the trumpet, · succeeding the pipe, as more sonor
ous, is used for the same purpose.1 

Busby gives anpther reference to the stirring powers of the 

trumpet: that of Xenophon's writing of a Thracian prince ., 

who by the suund of flutes and trumpets me.de of raw hides, 

was roused to such a degree of warlike enthusiasm that he 

moved as quickly as if he were dodging arrows. 2 Herodorus, 

a trumpeter, who will also be mentioned later in connection 

with the Olympian Games, 1s said to have possessed the power 

to inspire greatly soldiers in warfare. For instance, at 

the siege of Argos, by sounding two trumpets at once, he 

enabled the troops of Demetrius to move a machine to the 

ramparts, a feat which had baffled all attempts. 3 Busby 

suggests a psychological explanation for this and other in-

. cidents like it: "May ,not the whole miraculous part of 

th1s exploit be construe<! . into !. signal given ~ ~ !fil!• 

sic1an to the soldiers, for exerting themselves in concert?"4 ------- - -
The trumpet gained so much popularity in Greece that 

in the ninety-sixth Olympiad, a prize was instituted at the· 

Olympian Games tor the best performer on the trumpet • . Two 

trumpeters, Timoeus and Orates of Elis, were the first to 

win this honor in 396 B. c.5 :Achais of Hybla in Sicily was 

libid., p. 194. -
2Ibid., PP.• 66-67. 

3Ibid·., p. 67. 

4Busby, . .2.E,• cit• , P-• 67 • 
5naubeny, .2R.• ~., P• 133. 

• 
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victor on the trumpet at three Olympiads. 1 Herodorus, of 

Megara, seems to hold all records for the winning of trum

pet honors, for he 1s reported to have won the prize from 

ten to seventeen times. Busby records that Athenaeus re

ported Herodorus as victor in the·whole circle of sacred 

games, he having been crowned at the Olympian, Pythian, 

Nemean, and Isthmean. 2 Evidently he we.s judged on volume 

rather than musioa.l qualities, for Elson says of his per

formances: 

His music was so loud that the audience were sometimes 
stunned by the noice. He could play two trumpets at 
once, e.nd when he did .so his hearers had to s:tt . 
farther off, in self-defence.3 · 

Busby substantiates this idea that Herodorus was remarkable 

for his gigantic figure and t~e strength , of his lungs "which 

were so powerful that his performance could not be heard 

with safety, unless e.t & great distance. " 4 Besides parti

cipation in the contests, trumpeters .must have been hired 

for definite all-year service, since they also proclaimed 

peace and war, and religious ceremonies. McKinney and An

derson quote Kirsten's description cf the duty of the trum

peters at the -feast of Dionysus Eleutherios: 

The audience met in the theater around the break of 
day, well provided with food which was consumed dur
ing the tedious parts and the intermissions. Herald 

lBuaby, .2£• cit., p. 156 • 

2 Ib1d., P• 157. 

3Elson, 2E.• ill•, P• 34. 

4Busby, .2E.• ill•, p • . 156 • 
.,: 



trumpeters announced the conmencement of the per .. 
formance.l 

3:3 

The force of breath and muscle necessary to produce 

the burst of· noise credited to these trumpeters, especially 

Herodorus, must have been great indeed. Busby describes 

their exertions as follows: 

The exert1.ons used by the ancients in blowing the flute 
and the trumpet, ·were so great, that for the preserva
tion of their cheeks, · they were ·obliged to use .a capis
trum, or muzzle, which, however, was not always ade- · 
quate to the purpose. According to Lucian, Harmonides,. 
a juvenile scholar of Timotheus, at his first public 
pertornl$noe, began his flute solo with so violent -a 
blast, that he breathed into the instrument his last 
breath: and from an -epigram of Archais, the Hyblaean, 
we learn, that that trumpeter dedicated a statue to 
Apollo, in gratitude for that deity's preservation of 
his cheeks and blood-vessels, while, with h1.s utmost 
force, he proclaimed the 0lymp1.c Games.2 

The most oonspicuous reference to the trumpet in 

Greek mythology is that or Triton who was Neptune's trum

peter. Busby quotes Ncn:inus who describes Triton as "pos- · 

sassing the deep-toned trumpet of the Hetrurian. L!trurian7' 

zns:1n.u3 

Th~ Romans built one of-the greatest empires in 

history, and contrib~ted much to the world in the fields 

of architecture and engineering, but in the matter of the 

arts it is well agreed that they were only imitators who 

added little originality to what they had copied from others. 

1 .McKinney e.nd Anderson,~• ill•, p. 76 • 

. 2Busby, 212.• £.U.., PP• 156-157. 

3 Ibid., p. 219. 
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Ve.n Loon conc~udes about.their art: "It was all so mag

nificent and so 1ne:xpress1bl:y dull.f'1 Et.rusca am Greece . 
. 

served as models for the Roman imitators., the f<:>rmer being 

the first with which tbe Romans came 1n contact. Itw1ll 

be r~called that the Etruscans were a race of people who 

lived in the territory between the Tiber River and the 

Apennine Mountains and who, it 1s believed, migrated from 

Asia Minor about 1000 B •. C. The Romans perhap~ received 

the trumpet first from the Etruscans. Even though 1t is 

likely that the Grecian tl'umpet was passed down from the 
' 

Egyptians., . the Greeks themselves gave the Etruscans credit 

for the invention of the trumpet; Possibly the reason for 

this was their extensive use of the instrument, for Busby 

writes of the Etruscans: 

. _ ••• stationed trumpeters in their towers t1pon 
the s~a-ooast, where they watched day and night, 1n· 
ordef that if any thing extraordinary oocurred, they 
might,· ~y a blast from their instruments, give im
mediate not1ce.2 

Rome willingly accepted Grecian superiority in al

most all bra~ches of music. Only in the m111tary brasses 

did the · ~omans develop ins.truments independent of the 

Grecian ones. The Romans were the fir.st, outside or the Bal

tic countries, to perceive the possib111t1es of making a 

long brass instrument which would enable them to play in 

l Van Loon, . El?.• cit., .- P• 124. 

2Busl?y, .2E.• ill•, . P• 219. 
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the higher overtones, thereby giving them a wider range, 

especially if they curved this instrument to obviate diffi

culties of transportation. The cornu and the buecin,a were 

the Roman solutions to this problem. These instruments 

were about twelve feet i.n length and shaped like the let

ters C and G. The tube cur~ed down from the mouthpiece and 

around the player's shoulder, ending with the bell pointing 

forward over his head. A wooden cross-bar joined the two 

sides and rested the instrument on the shoulder.l The buo

c1na was the prototype of the trombone~ as the cornu was 

that of the horn. . 

The Romans were primarily a military nation, pos

sessing e. h1.gh regard for martial music. In addition to 

the cornu and buccina, they had the tuba, or straight 

trumpet, and the lituus or small trumpet, all of whi.oh will 

be described later in some detail. All had their place 

in directing the movement~ of troops. Daubeny gives thus 

a description of the functiors of these various instrumentst 

Among the Roma~ Legions, every regiment of horse and 
foot was provided with at least one variety of trum- . 
pet or bugle, chief among which were the tuba, or 
straight bugle, which gave the signal forthe attack, 
the buccina and the eornu, deep-sounding horns whose 
employment appears to have corresponded more to the 
camp uses of our infantry bugle. The Roman cavalry 
were directed by the sound of the 11tuus, a kind of 
trumpet.2 

1sachs, History of Musical Instruments, P• 147. 

2Daubeny, .2£• tli•, P• 133. 



The performers on all of these instruments were called 

Aene.atores. 1 
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The Roman tuba was the direct descendant of the 

Greek salpinx. Its length was about four feet; it was made 

entirely of bronze with en evenly con:tcal bore, possea·sing 

a slightly e~pflP.4.1ng __ b_~_l.l .. . ~r.id mouthpiece or e 1 ther horn or 

bronze.2 As with the Greek trumpets, the sound must have 

been harsh and boisterous, for trumpeters are pictured, in 

. some representations, with the free hand bracing the back 

of the head; also with ·a chain attached to the bell to al

low it to be pulled, bracing_ the player's lips more firmly 

against the mouthpiece. In some instances even the mouth

band of the oboist was used. 3 Roman authors describe the 

sound of the tuba as being horrib111s(horrible), raucus 

(raucous), rud1s (rude), end terrib1.11s . (terrible) .. 4 

The lituus was a hooked or J-shaped trumpet made of 

a long, slender, bronze tube which curved upward at the end 

to form a bell. It was possibly a descendant or a cane or 

wooden tube with e.n animal horn attached to the end, but by 

the time of the height of Roman o1v111iat1on, the bronze~ 

smelting peoples molded it 1n· one piece. Sachs gives its 

length as· approximately seventy-nine centimeters, or about 

lp - . armer, ~• m,. , p. 4. 

2s-achs, Historz .2!. Musical Instruments, PJ>• l .45-146. 

3 Ibid., P• 146, 

4lbid., PP• 145-146. 
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thirty-one inches.l '.l!he lituus 1s closely duplicated in 

the Celtic karnyx. In early development, the bell of both 

the karnyx and the lituus was made in the form of a dragon's 

head with an open mouth. A lituus of this type is carved 

on the triumphal areh for the emperor Hadrian (113 A. D.) 

and also is found on Roman, Gallic and Britannic coins. 2 

The l1tuus, however, in its final form was undeco

rated. Daubeny mentions one of these instruments being dis

covered in a tomb at Cerveteri in 1827; its pitch was found 

to -be a third below the modern ~b cavalry trumpet. 3 Roman 

and Greek authors designa.ted its sound as ".stridor" (shriek) 

and "strephens" (bray). 4 

The signals given on the lituus and the tuba must 

have been either entirely rhythmic or limited to two or 

three notes. Galp1.n mentions that the Romans puffed their 

cheeks while playing these, ·and this -procedure, in itself, 

would limit the use of the higher overtones.5 

Before the decline of the Roman Empire, the trum

pet reached a stage of development which it was· not to at

tain again until the thirteenth century of the ·Christian 

era.. Pictured on a fresco of the first century A. D., found 

11b1d., p. 146. 

2 Ibid •. 

3D aubeny, .2.£. ~. , p. 82. 

4Galpin, Textbook of European -Musical Instruments, 
p. 216. 

5Galp:i.n, .Q!!! English Instruments 2!_ Ahsic, p. 202J 
Sachs_, History _.2! Musical Instruments, p. 146. 

• 
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on the -walls of the House of the Gladiators at Pompeii, 

there is a tru~et very similar to the modern military trum

pet.l This type of trumpet must have been lost after the 

decline of Roman c1v111zati.on, f'or it was not known 1n the 

Dark Ages and did not reappear until the thirteenth century 

revival of art and culture in Italy. 

In regard to musical performs.nee, the Romans were 

noisemakers rather than musicians. ·Their code of apprecia

tion contained but two words: quantity and volume. The 

Colosseum, completed in 70 A. D., seated eighty-seven 

thousand spectators and in the shows given there, often as 

many as five thousand wild animals would be destroyed for 

the purpose of giving the m~b a "happy" holiday. 2 These 

"imperial side shows," as McKinney and Anderson designate 

them, might include anything thst was considered exciting 

or barbarous enough, such as chariot races and gladiatorial 

·combats; fights between slave-manned galleys in the flooded 

arenas, hundreds or trumpeters playing 1n a chorus, and wild 

African lions let loose to be shot by specially trained 

archers. 3 Horace, as quoted by Galpin, re,cords the Romans 

as having employed such large bands of pipes, horns ~d 

trumpets that they drowned out the singers they were meant 

to aecompany. 4 

lGalpin, ~ English Instruments of Music~ p. 202. 

2van Icon, .2.£• ill•, p ·, ' 129. 

3MeK1nney and Anderson, -~• ill.•, p. 100. 

4Galpin, Old English Instruments .2f Mlsie, p. 273. 
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The goddess Fama, who, to the Romans, represented 

fa.me in the sense of the infamous or the notorious, w~s 
.. 

usually pictured playing a horn or a trumpet. Sa~gent, in 

his painting Fama, reproduced ·by Herzberg in Classical 

Myths, depicts her as playing an instrument which is a com

bination of a trumpet and a horn with four bells. 1 

Busby describes a very unusual i.nstrument found in 

Pompeii e.boµt the middle of the eighteenth century: 

A trumpet of a very extraordinary kind ••••• 
It consisted of a large tube of bronze, surrounded 
by seven small pipes of bone or ivory, inserted in as 
many of metal. There, terminating in one point, in
duce ·the opinion, that they were all blown through 
one mouth-pieoe. The small pipes are all of equal 
length and diameter, and seem to have been unisons 
to each other, and octaves to the great tube.2 

In the fourth century A. D., the great Roman em

pire fell to the Germanic tribes who invaded Italy .from the 

north. The civilization of these early Germanic or Teutonic 

races centered around the Baltic sea, including northern 

Germany, Denmark and the southern part ot Sc~ndinavia. It 

will be recalled that by the time of· the Roman empire, these 

raoes were already aoqua1.nted with t~e use of .bronze, prob

ably since 1500 13. C. These Baltic peoples who were given 

to frequent periods of migration, early develop~d a metal 

wind instrument that would serve for purposes of signalling 

and would offer no obstacles 1n the way of transportation. 

1 Me.x J. Herzberg* Classical Myths, (New York: Allyn 
and Bacon, 1941), p. 346. 

2Busby, .2.E.• ill•, n., p • . 220. 
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Modern terminology has adopted the Danish name for this in

strument, 11!!:,, with the plural form lurer. · Upon observa

tion of the existing specimens, Sachs gives the following 

description: 

The three dozen examples of excavated lurer are en
tirely conical. They have a flat disk attached at , 
the end of the tube., instead of a bell, and their 
mouthpieces resemble those of modern tenor trombones. 
All of them have a common characteristic: tl:e second 
curve of the s-she.ped tube is ·twisted in a plane at 
right angles to the plane of the first curve, and the 
two trumpets that form a pair are twisted 1n opposite 
directions.I 

Sachs proposes that this opposite twisting of the two trum

pets may have been copied from the form or a pair of mam

moth's tusks v1hich probably furnished material for signal 

instruments before the age of bronze. 2 Using as evidence 

the carefully constructed mouth.pieces of.~hese lurer, the 

modern student concludes that the Ba.ltic races might be 

said to have discovered an 1mpqrtant prino~ple ot acoustics. 

It is possible for a player now to obtain twenty-two over

tones from these instruments, 3 but whether or not this 

could have been accomplished by early players is a matter 

for speculation. The hanging plates of metal attached to 

the tube were, no doubt, employed for the purpose of fright- • 

en1ng evil spirits. 4 The instruments were usually found in 

1sachs, History of Musical Instruments, p. 147. 

2Ib1d., p. 147. 

3warren Dwight Allen, Philosophies of Music History 
(New York: American Book OompElf:l,Y, 1939), p-;-163. 

4Reese, 22• fil•, p. 52. 
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pairs, and this fact consequently led to the supposition 

that they might have been played in harmony. This, how

ever, does not necessar~ly hold true since twin trumpets 

were used in both Hebrew and Indian civilizations, but yet 

there are no records that harmony was achieved. 

While at first ancient and primitive peoples used 

the trumpet idea for purposes of signalling and frightening 

evil spirits and enemies, it will have been noted that 

later civilizations, such as those of Rome and Greece, pro

greseed · a little farther and used the instrument for en

tertainment purposes also. The first instruments used were 

made of natural materials found close at hand, such as sea 

shells and animal horns. As oiv111zation developed the use 

of metal craft, the method or manufacture of the trumpet 

progressed and the form of the instrument was changed more 

and more to fit the uses for which it was intended by these 

ancient peoples. 



CHAPTER II 

HISTORY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE TRUMPET FROM 

THE FIRST TO THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY, A. D. 

When the Roman legionaries .tnve.ded the British Isles 
' ~ ' . 

about 55 A. D., they found that the "barbaric" Britons, so

named by the Romans, employed instruments of the horn and 

trumpet types in warfare. The Britons were a warlike race, 

but they lacked the advantage of skilled discipline in 

the1r warfare. Their strategy was based primarily on the 

super~tition of frightening the enemy into submission •. 

Farmer states that "they began their attacks with taunting· 

songs and deafening howls, accompanied by the blowing of a 

great number of horns and trumpets."1 ·Daubeny conclude~ 

from the writings of historians of that period that "the 

terrible din of the horns and trumpets momentarily struck 

fear even to the hearts of. the legionaries."2 Galpin gives 

e quotation from the second book of Polybius~ History in 

which he says, 

The parade and tumult of the army of the Kelts ter
rified the Romans, for there was amongst them an 1n
t1n1te number of horns 8;1d trumpets which, with the 

1Farmer, .2E.• ill•, p. 4. 

2oaubeny, .2.E.• ill•, p. 73. 
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shouts of the whole army in concert, ma.de a clamour 
so terrible and loud that every surrounding echo was 
awakened~ and all the adjacent country seemed to join 
1n the horrible d1n.l · 

Of these, the trumpet-type instrument _of conical 

bore was the Celtic karnyx. It was J-shaped, resembling 

the Roman lituus. The other types of brass instruments 
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were of the horn variety, some animal horns, some descended 

from the Beltio lurer, and the Danish golden horns. The 

Danes seem to have exerted influence to some extent over 

the Britons even before the Roman invasion, as several of 

their horns have been found in England. 2 Two Danish golden 

horns discovered in 1639 were about thirty~three inches in 

length and covered in runes (che.raoters of_ the Teutonic al

phabet). 3 Daubeny writes that specimens o~ t~e early Celtio 

horns, at least two_thousand years old e.:r.d quite unlike the 

Roman cornu and buccina, have been found in the peat bogs 

of Ireland and Denmark. 4 The cast bronze horns ere be

lieved to date back to the ·r1fth century B. c. 5 A curious 

feature of these bronze horns is that the moutllpiece is 

placed in the side instead of at ~he end, s. peculiarity also 

common to the war honi-·of the Ashantees, who were a Negro 

182. 

1Galp1n, Old English Instruments of Mµsic, p. 181. 
2 . ' 

Farmer, 212.• ill·, P• 7. 
3Daubeny, .212.• cit.) . p1a 72. 

4 lb1d .. 

5Galp1n, ~ English Instruments 5l.!, Music, pp. 181-
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tribe of West Africa, very skilled in gold-beating. 1 

Daubeny give·a four methods or construction of these early 

Celtic horns: 

(1) 
(2) 

(3) 
(4) 

hollowed out of a single piece of wood 
two hollow pieces of wood held together by ropes 
or twigs or by metal bands 
metal cast in one piece 
a thin t,la te of 1:11etal hammered into . shape and 
r1veted2 

In the first centuries A. D. the Roman brasses 

overshadowed the native instruments and predominated in 

Europe. As Roman civilization declined·, however, the Roman 

instruments, .inherited by other· countries, either degen

erated or developed according to the culture of their sur

roundings. The Roman tuba evolved into the clarion and the 

field-trumpet. Until the fourteenth century these instru

ments · were very slmilar and used in much the same manner by 

all peoples. The occasions for which they served, for the 

most pert military and state, were universal. Prior· to the 

time of the Crusades the trumpet was employed for the pur- · 

pose of giving military signals with the army and fanfares 

for state ocoas'ions. Reese quotes Johannes de Grocheo sa 

saying that·the trumpet of the early Middle Ages was em

p·loyed in feasts, jousts end tourney~. 3 ~he minstre~s, 

especially the troubadours, included the trumpet among the 

1Daubeny, .2.E.• ill•, P• 72. 

2Ib1d., P• 73. 

3Ree.se, ~• cit., P• 327. · 
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instruments upon which they were able to perform~ _The trum

pet was prohibited in church services because 1ts · tone w~s 

considered strident by the re~1g1ous authorities, and there

fore, since the church con~rolled almost all music, the in

strument .had no outlet for performance except through its 
' 

martial duties. As long aa there was no demand for the 

trumpet as a purely melodic instrumint or as a consort of · 

the church choir, there was no incentive for extended ·de

velopment. 

With few deviations, the short, straight trumpet 

prevailed throughout Europe. Sachs writes of a straight 

metal trumpet without a bell depicted as early as the 

eighth ce~tury on Irish miniatures. 1 William the Oonqueror 

brought with him nboisinee and horns" when he invaded Eng-

-land in 1066.2 FermeJt describe.a this 0 bo1s1nett as _a large 

crooked trumpet,3 possibly a. iast remnant of the Roman 

bucc1na. · In battle the trumpets wlways ied the charge 

and later announced the victory. The trumpet .was so closely 

connected with the military by the Danes that the ballad of 

"Hardyknute, '' as quoted by Farmer, refers to the horn that 

"ne'er sounds in peace."4 Farmer also quotes on these.me 

subject from . the History .2f Charles ~ Gr:ymer • Swedish 

1sachs, History or Musioa~ Inst~uments, P• 280. 

2 - 7 Farmer, .212.• ill•, p. • 

3lb1d .. 

4 · Ibid., PP• 6-7, 
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Kings: nAll instantly fly to arms, and everyone prepares 

himself for battle; the trumpet sounds, and each warrior is 

accoutred. nl The defeated withd.rev1 from the field of bat

tle or the besieged city to the sound of the victor's ·trum~ 

pets. Farmer illustrates this tradition with his desc·r1p ... 

tion or the taking of Rochester by William Rufus, son of· 

William I., after a Norman rebellion in .1088: 

When Bishop Eudes was forced to surrender, he obtained 
the king's permission to quit the city with all arms 
and horses. Not satisfied with this, he :further en• 
deavored to seek the favor, that the kinff's military 
musio should not sound their triumphant fanfare" 
during the capitulation. But William angrily re
fused, saying that he would not· make the concession 
for a thousand gold marks. So when the rebellious 
Normans marched out of Rochester, they did so with 
colours lowered, and to the sound of the king's trum
pets.2 

The Crusades, which began in 1096, bad a profound 

influence on the culture of the Europeans. Military musio 

had declined with the fall of the Roman Empire, and the only 

instruments of Western armies previous to the Crusades were 

horns and trumpets. The Saracens however used many more 

horns and trumpets, combined with clarions, pipes, drums and 

cpnbals.3 A military band of this strength and "prodigious• 

array, creating a horrible noise and clamour," was ':luite new 

and terrifying to ·the Crues.ders. 4 However, there is little 

1 . . 
Ibid., P• 7. 

2lb1d., pp. 8-9. 

3Farmer, .212.• ill•, P• 13. 
4Ib,1d. 
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or no evidence to support the belief th.at def'.inite trumpet 

culls were known and practiced at the t1~e or 1:ihe Cruse.des. 

Farmer gives a quotation from de Vinsauf which might be con-

. side~ed as evidence of trumpet calls in harmony, but .which 

sounds rather ns if it were written in such a manner for t}le 

sake of a.n attractive narrative: 

Meanwhile the trumpets blew, and their sounds being 
harmoniously blended', there arose a kind of dis- . 
eordant concord of notes, whilst the sameness of the 
sounds being continued, the one followed the other 
in mutual succession, and· the

1
notes which had been 

lowered were again resounded·. · · 

In contrast, Farmer ·gives another quota.ti on from de Vinse.uf, 

concerning the Orusade o:f Richard I (1189-1192) , - in proof 

that definite combinat1.ons of tori.es had no special meaning 
I 

except by prearranged orders: "It had been resolved by 

common consent that the sounding of six trumpets in three 

different parts of the army should be a signal for a charge."2 

The Crusades, which encompassed the period from 

1096 to •l270, brought the Christian armies into prolonged 

contact with the Turks and the Arabians. In an atmosphere 

of close assoctation such as that of the periods when the 

Christians were successful in their quests and governed, for 

a time, the conquered territory, the.re would naturally- be 

an exche.nge of ideas and cultures. As a result of Arabian 

influence, the trumpets of the Europeans became longer .and 

1 Ib1d., P• 11. 

2lb1d., P• 10. 
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slimmer and acquired a large bell. According to Sachs, not 

only was the shape thus influenced but also the manner of 

playing, for poets of that time spoke of trUD1Pets " blown 1~ 

the manner or the heathens" and even of oors se.rrazinois .. 

or Saracen horns. 1 

Throughout medieval time~, until about the thirteenth 

century, the only notable distinction in the trumpet-like 

instruments was between the ~..Q. or clarion, Which· at r1rst 

included all trumpets, and the buisine or buye1.ne ( from the 

Latin,' buocina) which-later became the prototype or the 

trombone. Although this buiaine derived its name from the 

Roman buocina 1 yet the instruments differed radically • . The 

buisine was simply a long straight tube usually about six 

feet in lengtht this measurement constituted the main dif

ference between it and the claro whose length was three or 

tour feet. These two instruments were considered so alike 

that in Italy they were often called the tubae and tubecta, 

and it is recorded that Emperor li'rederick II, or Italy, 

caused to be me.de to his order four silver tubae and one 

tubects. 2 The vernacular terms in Ita.11e.n were trumpet ard 

trombetta. 3 The French designated these instruments by -the 

names or trompet~e and bu1s1ne, 4 while in the Provenoal they 

1sachs, Historz of Musical Instruments, p. 201. · 

2 Ibid. 

3 Ibid. 

4Ib1d. 
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were known as the trompe and trompe petite. 1 The Germans 

contemporaneously distinguished- them from one another with 

the terms, claro and buzine. 2 

An · unusual instrument, dat:i.ng from the twelfth cen

tury, is the "Great Court Trump" of Ipswich, England, which 

was supposed to have been presented to that town by King 

John, reigning from 1199 to 1216, and which today is still 

blown by the town wakeman or ~a.tchman. According to Gal

pin's description, this trumpet is made of c_e.st metal, 

thirty-five inches· long and stra.lght for the greater part 

of its length with a sharp curve upward at the open end to 
• I 

form a bell. 3 Its shape 1s similar to the Roman lituus and 

the Celtic karn:pc. 

_In literature or the twelfth, th1Pteenth, fourteenth 

and fifteenth centuries, there is frequent mention of ·the 

trumpet in general and the clarion :i.n particular. In the 

twelf-th century, William of .Ma.lmesbury speaks of the 0 loud · 

melody of the Claras11.n4 Maohault, the Provencal poet of 

the early fourteenth century, grouped togeth~r, in his~ 
\ 

Prise d 'Alexandre, "trompes, buzines et t ·rompettes," and in 

addition used the Provencal terms of "trompe" and ''trompe 

petite," pre~iously .mentioned. 5 One of the proverbs from 

lGe.lpin, fil ~nglish Instruments .2! Music, P• 200 •. 

2lb1d. 

~lb1d., p. 18'7. 

4lbid.· , P• 200. 

5Ib1d. 



the city of Lekingfelde in the time of the reign of Henry 

VII (1308-1313) gives the following advioe to the clarion 

player: 
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Immoderate wyndes in a Clarion causithe it for to rage; 
Soft wynde and moderate makithe the sownde to assuage • . 
Therfore he 1Jhiche in• that instrumente wolde have 

swete modulacion, 
Bustius wyndes must leve and use moderacion. 1 

The martial e1nployment of the t~pet and clarion is illus

~rated in the following excerpt from an English ballad, 

which deals with the subject of the defeat of the Scots at 

Halidon Hill in 1333: 

This was don with merrie sowne 
With p1p1s, trompes and tabers thereto, 
and loude cle.rionis thei blew also.2 

Judging from his many references to the instrument, 

one concludes that the trumpet must have been very well

known in Chaucer's time (ca. 1340-1400). To mention but 

one instance, there is a pas·sa:ge'" in his Knigbte 's Tale 

(line 1653} · that runs as follows, · 

Pypes, trompes, nakers and elariounes, 
That in the bataille blowe bloody sownes. 3 

In the poem, Vision of .Piers ~ Plowman, attributed to 

William Lang;J..and (oa. 1362), Piers says of himself that he 

was no minstrel tors 

1 Ibid., p. 199. 

2,B>id., P• 203. 

3.stephen Carpenter, Chaucer 's Prologue and 
Knighte's Tale (Boston: Ginn and Company, 1901},p. 7~. 
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Ioh can not tabre, ·ne trompe, ne tells fair gestes, 
Ne fithelyn at testes, ne harpen.1 

An exception to the fact that the trumpet was little used 

in the church is the description of -Froissart, as quoted by 

Reese, of a special occasion at a church in Ghent in l:386, 

where trumpets, clarions, and "toutes man1eres d 11nstrumens" 

("all manner of instruments") were employ-ed. 2 One of the 

most important source manuscripts of fourteenth century 

life was the anonymous Eoheos amoureux written ca. 1370 .by 

a F'rench dilettante. The following quotation :ts taken 

from a paraphrase by John Lydgats . (ca. 1373-1450} in his 

"Re son and Senuallyte": 

Th.er we~ trun,pes and trumpetes, 
Lowde ·shallys and doucetes, 
Passyng of gret melodye ••• 3 • 

Another important souro.e manusorip,t was the anonymous Eng

lish poem, "The Squyr of Lo\\fe Degre,'' written about the 

year 1400, which .deals with the life of the upper middle 

class and probably is a poem ot the people. The following 

quotation is taken from a pa_ssage enumerating the musical 

instruments of that period (lines 1076-77): 

With .trumpette and with claryon clere, 
With dulcet pipes of many cordea.4 _ 

lGalp_in, fil English: Instruments £!. Music• p. 24. 

2Reese, .2l?.• ill•, p. 385. 

3 Ibid. 

4Galp1n, .Q!2-. Epglisp Instruments .Q! Music, P• 64. 
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The early clarion, of about 1000 A. D., was a short 

straight tube of brass with a cup-shaped mouthpiece and a 

flaring bell, with little carrying power. 1 An increase 1n 

length, therefore, became necessary for outdoor effective

ness. No doubt the advantages of a longer instr~ent for 

elaboration of fanfares must have been comprehended by 

trumpeter a, but because the instrument· was ~mplo7ed in mili-

tary camps and on the battle-fields, obviously it could not 

be too long and bulky-. Thie realization was the prelude to 

the curved trumpet of Western Europe. The first curve of 

the instrument, which dated about 1300, or shortly there

after,2 was in the same plane as the tube, much resembling 

the shape of the modern saxophone and the bass clarinet. 

While this U-shaped bend removed transportation d~fficulties, 

it weakened construction. Galpin states that one of these 

trumpets in zigzag form is piotured in a tour11:ament .soene 

carved beneath one of the choir-seats of Worcester Cathedral, 

which edifice was erected in 1397.3 Sachs suggests that 

this form might hsve been introduced from the Orie_nt, s inoe 

it also appeared on Persian miniatures at about the same 

time. 4 The next step in experimental bending was the folding 

1ceeil Forsyth, Orchestration (New Yorki Macmillan 
Company, 1936), P• 69. 

2Galp1n, Old English Instruments .Qf Musio, P• 201. 

3Ibid., P• 202. . 

4sachs, History 2f Musical Jnstruments, p. 328. 
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of the third length of the . tube over the first as in the 

modern trumpet. For some· time these two tubes were not 

fixed together, but were kept apart by a piece of wood in

serted between them, over which ennvas strapping and orna

mental cords were wound to secure the tubes.l With this 

improvement in the curve of the tube, the destinies of the 

field-trumpet end the clarion became separate. 

This significant change must have taken place in 

the late .fifteenth or early sixteenth cei:itury, for tn 1529, 

Borman, as quoted by Galpin, wrote that "a Trompette is 

straight, but a Clarion ia wound in and out with a hope. 02 

The last step in this evolution of shape was the discarding 

of the old straight trumpet and the introduotion of the 

folded one as a military instrument. After this change, 

both the clarion and the military instrument were oalled 

trumpets until they bees.me separated according to bore and 

register in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 3 

It will have been noted that the curve was his-

, torically late in appearing in Western Europe, since, as 

heretofore mentioned, the Romans had a tru.mpet, pictured 

on a fresco at Pompeii in the first century A. D., which re

semb'led the present-day trumpet. 

In the early Middle Ages, the trumpet was a part of 

1Gelp1n, ~ English Instruments Q!. lmaic, p. 203. 

2 lbid. 

5Ib1d.,. P• 204. 
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the • instrumental equipment of the wandering musician or 

minstrel. In the twelfth or thirteenth oentury the trum

peters raised ~hemselves from the wandering classes, took 

service at the courts of princes and other noblemen and to

gether with the kettledrummers, they even formed a guild. 

The members ot this guild divided themselves into two 

branches: "taught'' and t•untaught" trumpeters~ l The former 

were the artisans and the latter were the field-trumpeters 

of the cavalry and infantry, who were in a position similar 

to that of the modern.military bugler. The taught trumpeters 

· were first apprentices who, after from four to seven years 

of good training, obtained a diploma. 2 Their training was 

very severe and secretive. They were bound by oath never 

to divulge the technical seerets of double and triple 

tonguing and ''trommetting, n this latter term being desc:ribed 

by Kappey as "a long note held out whilst 1florry1ng' the 

tongue, a process very similar to the 'burr' with wl,rl.eh 

northcountrymen pronounce the letter r."3 (Northcountry

men were of course synonymous with Scot·emen.) . "Tro~etting" 

seems to be the equivalent of the modern term "flutter

tonguing," which 1s performed by a rapid tril11ng _of the 
I 

tongue against the roof of the mouth. According to another 

passage from Farmer, the trumpeter was.expected to possess 

1 Kappey, .2£• ill•, p. 16. 

2 Ibid. 

3 . 
lb1d.; P• 50 • 

• 
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more than just the ability to perform: "The trumpeter was 

expected to be a man of sundry accomplishments, together 

with a comely :figure, a good deportment and the rest·. ul 

By reason of' its tone quality and close association 

with the military organizations and with pageantry, the 

trumpet was restricted early for the use of royalty and no

b111tJ to be ple.y-ed by their court musicians and soldiers. 

The conimon people might play the tinken (cornet), the 

posaune (trombone) , and the thurner-horn (watchman's horn), 

but never the noble trumpet. Galpin describes this phase 

in the trumpet's history thus: 

It 1a the ''noblemen" .amongst ·the instrument·s or music, 
standing at the }ring •s right hand. The watchmen might 
blow their horns through the gloomy streets, the 
huntsmen might "poup their bemes" across the woodland 
glade, the town pipers might make merry holiday for all 
good citizens, but the trumpeters, with their attend
ant drummers, stood apart, awaiting their l~rd's com
m.ends.2 · 

"Beme" was the term for hunting.born. These royal trum

peters were employed to herald almost every event and to ac

company their sovereign or nobleman on all journeys, sound- · 
. . . . ~ 

ing fanfares e.nd "tuokets. no "Tucket" was the term used 

in. England to designate a flourish of trumpets; 0 tusoh" 

was the corresponding continental term. 4 In residence these 

1Farmer, .QR• m,., p. 40. 

2Galp1n, ~ English Instruments or Music, P• 199. 

3Ibid. 

4Kappey, .2£ .. ill•, p. 50. 
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trumpeters announced the meals. and then stood behind the 

master's chair awaiting his pleasure. They traveled with 

him on all his journeys, announcing his entrance into towns 

with an ele.'borate fanfe.re. Kappey describes these trumpet 

flourishes as 

consisting of a wild, noisy sort of arpeggio of the 
chord of C, each trumpeter playing any variation he 
liked~ within certain general limits, and finishing 
with trommetting."l 

Kappey also gives an example of one o·f these flourishes in 

staff notation, of which Fig. 1, page 75, is an excerpt. 

The trumpeters of the royal households were given the rank 

of otf1oers, wo~e the feather of nobility in their caps 

and were provided with horses and grooms. In military Units 

the trumpeter was a non-combatant, even so far, .Farmer 

relates from the "Souldier'a Acoidenoe" (1635'), as to have 

a sword with a broken point. 2 The military music of this 

period (1200-1400} was in a period of trans1t1on ' :rrom the 

marches and pieces in unison to thOse in three, four~ five 

and six parts, -wh1ch will be explained in some detail later. · 

The number of trumpeters kept by the royalty and 

nobility, for the most part, was governed by rank; however~ 

the standard of'judgment was not the same in all countries. 

For example, in Germany, the elector of Saxony, patron and 

protector of ·the German guild or trumpeters, had in 1680, a -

corps or nineteen trumpeters, three kettledrummers, a·n1 

2Farmer-~ 2B.• cit., P• 40. 
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one Oberhoftrompeter, or ohie:f'.;.t:rumpeter. 1 Furthermore, the 
. , ; . 

tru.mpeters of the princes ·were so well proteotE:d in Germany 

that in their frequent quarrels with tower~watchmen, the 

colµ'ts almost always excused the · royal ·trumpeters. .Menke 

· writes that at the end of the seventeenth century the Elec

tor's trumpeters br.oke into the house of the chief-music~n 

1n Hanover, with whom .they were carrying on a feud., took 

his trumpet away from him and knocked out several front 

teeth with 1t. They escaped all punishment tor they as-
, ' . ~ 

serted their just rights. 2 The duchies at first, and later 

the elector~tes, had their own bands of trumpeters. , As a 

rule the trumpeters played only fanfares until the end of' the 

sixteenth oentury,but ~nke finds an exception to this 

r.ule in Magel' s on· the Histol"J: of Musi~ !l ~ Darmstadt 

Court, where. it is recorded that in 1560 one duty of the 

trumpeters was to •·•play in the band to the singing. n3 

In. F'ranoe the King's corps of trumpets .and hunting

horns was attached to the royal stables. A favorite use of 

trumpets was to accompany the dancing of horses. Menke 

quotes. an amusing passage from Fiersig in connection with 

this pastimet 

lKappey, ~• ill•, p. 17. 

2Ylerner Menke, History · of. ·the Truplpet £!, Bach ~ 
Handel (London: William Reeves, n. d.),. P• 39. 

3 . 
Ibid., P• 63. 
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Trumpets are the most proper instruments . for horses to 
dance to, as the horses have leisure to take breath · 
when the trumpeters do. lior .. ·is any o~her. !nstrument 
more agreeable to them, for it · is martial, and the 

· horse ( which 1s naturally courageous) loves this ani-
mating s OU..'"ld. l 

The equestrian ballets, which . bec~e so popular in France 

during the reign of Louis XIV (1642-1661}, originated in 

Italy. In that country these glorified horse ~~ows. were 

quite often incorporated into the e~rly operas. Liberazione 

di Ruggiero., by Francesca, gifted daughter or Ct1co1ni (co~ 

founder of opera), closed with a ballet featuring twenty

four mounted men. 2 These b~llets · were USl~ally accompanied 

or preceded by fanfares or some sort of trumpet music. In 

Italy, trumpet music already on hand was frequently used, 

for there, as in Germany, the trumpets bad a guild or their 

own, with secret crafts and special terminology. 3 These 

equestrian ballets in France were full shows and not only 

part of the opera.. They were developed to such perfection 

there that quite often they are recorded to have been of 

Parisian origin. Paul Nettl, in his article on these bal

lets, writes that 1n existing records of these shows there 

is frequent reference to the warlike fanfares or the trum

pets.4 He gives 1n staff notation a sarabanda from .the 

1 Ib1d., P• 47. 

• 2Paul Nettl, "Equestrian Ballets of the Baroque 
Period,u Musical Quart~rly. January, 1933,. p. 75. 

3lb1d. 

4Ibid~, p. · 77 • . 
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ballet of 1667 of which the following excerpt1 is a few 
. . 

bars of the olarini part: 

:~Ar•rr r c J Ir J U F" Ir J crrar 1Ur vr i 
• _ _ _ .,J 

Trumpets were employed in France, as elsewhere-, for 

the exclusive use of the nobillty, but there were no elab

orate guilds sucha.s those in Germany and Italy. Desp1t~ 

these restrictions, the trurupet ·was not al.ways uEJed 1n the 

noblest of ways. Kappey :records the followinganecdQte in 

support of this statement: 

During the siege of Caza.1, in 1630, by the Spaniards, 
the French Commander and favourite of Louis XIII, one 

. evening, after very liberal potations , . proposed to a 
number of his officers that they should go and dance 
upon one of their defensive outworks, called a halt
moon, and ,drink to the health of all Christian princes, 
including the attacking Spanish General, the Marquess 
ot Spinola. Not being able to collect e. larger band, 
they took a trumpeter_ and a bassplayer, and proceeded 
to the spot appointed for their display of defiance. 
They drank the health as previously proposed, got 
very merry, · and the trumpe_~er and bassplayer struck 
up a tune as best they 001,ld, and the officers heda 
dance. Their bt'ave display however, was somewhat sud
d.eri.ly interrupted, _ the Spaniards having prev10usly 
lodged e. mine under the very fort, which they now · 
fired, blowing up the whole company.2 

The reign ·or L-0uis XIV was a fruitful period for the develop

ment -of 1uus 10 · and pageantry ·.1n France. Michel Brenet, in a 

treatise on French m111.tary mu.sic, gives the trumpet or that 

,' 

2Ke.ppe·r, .Ql?_.: cit., P• 78. 
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time as . being used "1n peace, as well as in war, in all 

soz,ts of rejoicings and public solemnities. ttl He al~o men

tio_ns a certain Minim who recorded :in the 1670 • s a two-part 

song for trumpets which subsequently became famous as the 

t•march of Turenne," and later as the Provencal Christmas 

carol from which Bizet took the theme for the introduction 

of his L'Arlesienne suite. 2 Lully, the official court. com ... 

poser of France; in his time, wrote many marches for the .. 

military and elllployed trumpets in his operas when the oe

cas1on demanded. For example, in his warlike opera Thesee, 

written in 1675, there is a march, in imitation of those 

played for the troops of the King of France, brilliantly 

colored with trumpets and kettledrums. A few bars of' tbe 

trumpet part3 follow: 

TROMPf.Ttt.S 

The trumpet was the special inst.rument of .the cavalry; the 

usual allotment to each company was two. Although the mili

tary marches and signals were played in unison, the music 

for the tilting-matches, of which the trumpets were an in

tegral part~ was in two or three parts. For the tilting-

1M1chel Brenet, "French Ndlitary Music in: the Reign · 
:. ot u»u1s XIV,'' Musical Que.rterl1. July, 1917, P• . 345. 

21b1d. , p. 346. 

3Ib .. . 1d., p. 352. 
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match of 1686, Lully oompos~d a prelude, gavotte, minuet and 

jig in two or three parts for trumpets. 1 

After the conquest of England in 1066 by William of 

Normandy, court life in Franc~ .and England became much the 

same. The Normans brought new elements o, language and cul

tur~ and new feudal forms of government to England. Nat

urally", since Henry I and Henry II spent as much or their 

time with their continental fiefs as they spent fn England, 

the F1renoh influence was even greater during their reigns. 

It will be recalled that Richard I (1189-1199) spoke Pro

vencal and made that language his court language. French 

remained the official court language, even through the 

reign of Queen Elizabeth. In addition to the French influ-

·ence of the Norman kings, there was that resulting from the 

marriages ot English kings to French queens, for example, 

the . marriage of Henry III to a daughter of Raymond Bereng~r 

or Provence. 

It seems likely that, with the overlapping of cul

tures and. governments in this period in France and England, 

the ·development or the trumpet in these two countries would 

be soJP,ewhat parallel. In England, from about 1200 on, the 

trumpeters were attached to the royal household and allotted 

to the· VIU'ious nobles. All" trumpeters and drummers were 

.under the direct supervision of the sergeant trumpeter. Be

fore the time of Edward III (1327-1377), there was no 

l . Ibid. 
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specific number of trumpeters listed but only an occasional 

mention ,of one ;in the tabulation of public expenditures. 
i I 

Farmer gives two 'of these entries: one item in 1292 for a 

certain Randolph, the King ·• a · trumpeter, 'and another in 1310 

for a Roger. the trumpeter. 1 In Hawkins' listing of the 

court musicians of Edward III, t'.Q_e·re , are five "trompe~ters. "2 
I • 

F'armer adds two clarions to this 11st. 3 When Edward III 

entered Calais -in 1347, there was. a '°onsort to greet him, 

wh'ich was composed, in the words of Froissart, the famous · 

fourteenth-century historian, "de trompes, de tambours, de 

nacaires, de chalemies, et de muses." 4 King Henry V had 

ten trumpeters who accompanied him to France ~uring the 

Hundred Years' War and played at the victory of Agincourt. 5 -

For information concerriing the history of the court 

trumpeters of England_, the writer has consulted the · v9:luable 

work by de Lafontaine,~ King's Musick. This book is a 

collection or documents from the records of the Lord Cham

berlain of England, dating back to 1490. There are listed 

nine trumpeters serving both in 1503, for the funeral of 

Queen Elizabeth, wife of Henry VII, and again 1n 1509, for 

the funeral of Henry VII, h1mselr~ 6 The first mention in 

lFarmer, ~• cit., p. 9. 

2s1r John Hawkins, The Historz of the Science and 
Practice 2f. Music (Londont --r. Payne anas.on, 1776), Il,106-107. 

3Farmer., .2E.• ill•, p. 134. : 

4Daubeny, £ll• ill•, p. 125. 

~Farmer, 21?.• ill•, pp. · 9-10. 
6H. C~ ·de Lafontaine, The King's .Musick (London: 

J\1ovello and Company, Ltd;, 1909}, pp. 2-3. _ 
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the aforesaid records of a title similar to sergeant trum

peter 1s of a Peter, mar shall of the "kyng 's trumpet ts" . 

listed for a livery for the coron~t1on of Henry VIII in 

1509. 1 For the funeral . of .Henry VIII ~n 1547; there are 

listed ~ighteen trumpeters, among them Benedict Browne 

being designated as aergeant. 2 

In 1593, the annual psy of the sergeant trumpeter 

we.a twenty-four pounds _and _six sh1llings. 3 In 1610, re~- 

lar trumpeters received annually twenty pounds .for wages . 

. and nineteen pounds and fourteen shillings for l1ver1es.4 

By 1661, . the wage of t:t:ie serge_ant trumpeter had been in

creased to one hundred pounds and the ordinary trumpeter ., s 

wage to sixty pounds, annually. 5 There are many entries 

in these records of the lord Chamberlain warr·anting extra 

funds to trumpeters to be a part of the king's retinue on 

his holidays, or to aooompany him or various noblemep on 

missions of state. For e~ample, in 1556, during the reigri 

of Queen Mary, there is a tre~sury warrant for liveries . 

for three trumpeters, who are to accompany the Earl .· of Pem

broke "into the parts of Fran.ca. 06 Later, the records· for 

1 . 
Ibid., p. 4. 

2 . 
Ibid., P• 7. 

3 lbid., P• 38. 

41b1d., p. 49. 

5Ib1d., P• 137. 

6 lbid., P• 10 .• 
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the year 1557 11st a warrant _on July 25 for livery for 

Stephen Medcalf, trumpeter, attending the Earl of Pembroke 

to France, and on January 22, a warrant for the livery of 

John Hall, trumpeter in atten~ance upon the Earl of Rutland 

toward the parts of France. 1 The king's trumpeters were 

also assigned to service on tl)e seas, judging from the fol

lowing entry of May i8, 1557: _ 

Warrant to deliver white and green cloth "tor cas
socks end maryners slop·pes" to Stephen Medcalf, Riobard 
Frynde, Thomas Westorosse and Peter Farewell, four · 
trumpeters appointed to attend Lord William Howe.rd or 
Effingham, high admiral of England, upon the seas.2 

The appearance and attendance o.f trumpeters when traveling 

must have contributed a great deal toward the degree of 

prestige, for de Lafontaine ql:l,otes this reference from the 

records of 1633: 

Warrant that the liveries of the eight trumpeters in 
ordinary appointe,d to attend his majesty in his jour
ney into Sootland, be delivered beforehand "shat they 
may go decently and handsomeley apparelled." . 

In 1633, trumpeters were paid two shillings per day for 

attendance in travelJ 4 a?Xl later, in 166~, this pay was in

creased to five shillings per day. 5 Queen Elizabeth seems 

to have been especially fond of tttumpets according to 

1Ib1d., p. 11. 

2 Ib1d., P• 10. 

3 lbid., P• 83. 

4Ib1d., P• 85. 
5 • 
Ibid., p. 162. 



Galpin's report: 

Whilst her guard were bringing in the dinner, twelve 
trumpets and two,kettledrums made the hall ring_ for 
half an hour together; and at a pageant called The 
Royal Oak., exhibited in London- 1n the year 1660, 
twenty-e!ght trumpeters beside the sergeant-trum-
peter were employed.l · 

Further accounts of the !Drd Chamberlain reveal that the 

household staff or Queen Elizabeth listed seventeen trum

petera.2 
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The royal trumpeters frequently were able to make 

the instruments they used, for there are many ref~rence• in 

the accounts of the king's music that record the payment 

to members of the staff for new trumpets made. Ge.lpin re

cords an entry from the year 1639 which calls for payment 

to Cuthbert . Collins, h1a Majesty's trumpeter, of the sum of 

sixty pounds for twenty trumpets made for his Majesty's 

service. 3 The most famous of these makers was William Bu~l, 

appointed trumpeter to Charles II in 1666, some -of whose 

trumpets are still preserved 1n the London Museum. 4 

This life of a royal trumpeter was not always as 

attractive as it may seem to have been, for Farmer writes 

that in 1637 the sergeant trumpeter impressed a John Digges 

into the trumpet service wh~n the latter abused him. 5 Then, 

1Galp1n, ~ English Instruments of l&lsic, p. 200. 

2de Lafontaine, .2.E.• ill.•, P• 12. 

3Ga+p1n, ~ English Instruments £!_ Music, P• 205. 

4Ib1d._, P• 200. 

· 5Farmer, ,2E_~ ill•, P• 37. 
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too, it seems .to have been a somewhat dangerous occupation, 

judging from an entry in the records of the Lord Chamber

lain for the day of .March 2, 1636, which reads as follows: 

Warrant to swear David Allen one of his Majesty~s 
trumpeters, at ·half pay, in the place of Willieln 
Smith, deceased. 

Note.~- .Mr. Smith was murdered in my Lord Mar-
shall's service in Germany.1 · 

It is curious to note that subsequent entries seem to ex

press less concern over the loss of Mr. Smith than that of 

his "silver'' trumpet. 

It will have been noted that these court trumpeters 

were richly dressed, as is further borne out in this de

scriptive bill rendered by John Allen and William Watts, · 

tailors to Charles II, for r119.king a trumpeter's garment and 

banner, the cost of . this garment being listed as eighteen 

shillings: 

For making a vest with hanging sleeves of cherry 
coloured taffaty lined with callioo sleeves faced 
with taffaty laced with silver gawes in eve_ry seam 
and round the hanging sleeves bottom ot the vest 
and a banner or red taffaty laced round with silver 
gawes.2 , 

The common people could not play a trumpet, drum or 

fife without a license after the warrant issued by Charles . 

II in 1661: 

Warrant for the apprehension of all such trumpeters, 
drummers and fifes, as do sound with trumpets or use 
drums or fifes at any plays, dumb shows or models, 

. without licens.e from the sergeant trumpeter. 3 
. . 

1de Lafontaine, 212.• cit., p. 94. 

2 Ibid., P• 287. 

3 lb1d~, p .. 134. 
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This decree seems to have been enforced fairly well, for . 

tbere are oocaslone.l entr1.es concerning the arrest of 

violators, the following having been taken from the records 

of June 18, 1669, 

Warrant to apprehend Anthony Deva.nt, Benjamin Dobson, 
William Cradoek, John Parsons, Arthur Pickering, George 
Chaundler and Richard Betts, for keeping .playhouses . 
and sounding trumpets, drums and fifes at du.mb shows 
and modells without pay1.ng ~the fe·e due to his Majesty's 
sergeant trumpeter .•••• twelve pence from 
every playhouse.1 

The use of the trumpet was restricted in Germany 

also, however., the pe-ople were eventually given the priv.-1-

lege of buying the right to keep town-trumpeters. Until 

the fifteenth century the towns of Germany were not -allowed 

to have of.f1c1al trumpeters or at least not _permitted to 

use an instrument which could be classified as a clarion or 

field-trumpet. Galpin mentions an instrument figured by 

Virdung 1n bis Mus-ica e;etuteeht, called the Thurner Horn, 

which was used by the tower watehmen. 2 This instrument 

was _a descendant or the earlier zigzag trumpet folded in 

the same plane which has been described previously-. 3 S1g1s

nmnd, the last of the Luxemburg emperors of the State of 

Germany, gr·anted to the town of Augsburg in 1426 the privi

lege of keeping town-trumpeters, for which the town was , 

l Ibid. , p ~ 217 • 

2Galp1n, Q!!! English Instruments of Music, p. 204. 

3oalpin, Textbook 2f European Musical Instruments, 
pp. 235-236. 
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required to pay a large . sum., in the shape of a loan,. to the 

imperial exchequer. 1 This prJvilege roused the 1re or many 

of the princes and nobles. The upper classes felt so 

strongly this assumption of the citizenry to a privilege to 

which the nobility believed the bourgeoisie ha~ no .right 

that many poems and satires were·written. The following 

example is a translation of ~me of these: 

or Sigismund, the Lord, it was 
Indeed most unbecoming . 
To let the city folk indulge 
In. trumpeting and drumming. 
It made the vulgar people proud, -
And proud they might be1 -- since 
They claimed what hitherto was claimed 
Alone by king and prince.2 · 

Other towns, especially in Germany, took quick advantage of 
this opportunity. Menke states that in 1474 a tower-watch

man we.s employed a~ Lubeck, who ., among other duties, had 

"to blow and to play the whole year and every evening on 

the Claritte as the custom hath been."3 Menke goes on to 

explain that Claritte means olareta, or trumpet, that 

"blow" and "play" might refer to the difference between fan

fare and melody. The town of Bruges listed four trumpeters 

among the municipal musicians in 1482. 4 

After the privilege granted to the city of Augsburg -

lKappey-, .2£• ill•, P• 17. 

2Ibid. 

3Menke, ~- .2.ll.•, P• '37 • 

4 Ib1d., P• 41. 
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by Sigismund in 1426• other cities either stretched the 

privilege to hire official trumpeters or bought the right 

to include them in the town-bands. Menke enumerates the 

duties of ·these town-musicians, who were paid r _egular, 

fixed salaries, es attendants at all municipal fest.ivities 

and processions, partial participants in churoh servioes, 

and 1n private engagements at weddings. 1 In church serv

ices trumpets were employed to sustain the singing and some

times to replace absent singers. There is in existence a 

"Modium Tubae" or "Trumpet .Mass" for boys' choir and two 

trumpets written by Guillaume Dufay (ca. 1450). 2 

During the sixteenth century the trumpet began to 

invade the field of musical performance on the same level 

as melodic instruments such as the violin and oboe. This 

we.a the beginning of the rise of the definite art of ''olar1n

play1ng, ". which w_as to culminate in the works of Bach and 

Handel. 

The field-trumpet and clarion were becomfng dis

tinguished in shape- as well as in playing range. Sachs re

lates that as early as 1511• Virdung depicted two different 

instruments in his woodcuts: a Felttrumet and a slimmer 

trumpet, . Clareta. 3 The trumpeters were divided as to 

libid., p. 55-

2Mcl<1nney and Anderson, .22.• ill•, P• 204. 

3Sttcbs) History of Musical Instruments, p. 328. 
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training and parts. The field~trumpeter, commonly called 

by the German designa~ion _of lre1'1trompeter, was expected to 

play only fanfar~s and flcurish~s in the middle and low 

registers and not to re·ad music; the cle.rin trumpet~rs, or, 

as in German, Ke.mn1ertrompeter, were musicians and recog

nized artists, who were consequently expected to play melo

dies in the higher registers where the notes lQJ close 

· enough together to give a diatonic series. The trumpeters' 

BUild prohibited either group of player~ from invading the 

other's field. In the following d1v1siqn of parts, given 

by Kappey, 1 the two lower parts I the T1>omba and the Prin

cipale, would be allotted to the field-trumpeters and ,the 

two upper parts, lat and 2nd Clarini, would be assigned to 

the clarin-trumpeters: · 

I 
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' - c:, ~ ---:1 
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I 1,,, .... IQ - i ' i 

l II " I - ........ i : J 
•,•~1 _-I - ' . _; 

c) "".'." U~NO - CLAR" 0 ---- . ------- ______ j i 
! 

~ -e- I 

i 
IL I• D : 

t ,. : 
/ ~ 

I 

I :e= PR INCi PALE 
-·------·-·-- - i -- --- - ··-·· - -- --- -·- .... --- ~ - ----- · -· 

, 

The edict of the guild forbidding el ther clarin · or field .. 

trumpeters from trespassing -in the other's field was prob

ably one of the reasons for :the astonishing range of the 

clarin trumpeters. This rest1 .. iction combined with the ad

vantage gained from the shallow-cup mouthpiece used for his 

lKappey, .212..• .ill• , p. 47. 
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instrument, and his additional years of practice, enabled 

the clarin-trumpeter to bave·a good command of the high 

register. However, the parts assigned to these several in

struments were not always clearly designated, as Kappey 

gives them. Often there were only three parts, the 1st and 
~-, 

2nd clar1n1 being written as one, and the parts were then 

known simply as Tromba I, II, and III, or sometimes, as 

· Manke gives ·them, as Primarius, Sekundarius, and Prinzipal.l 

When compared with the present-day range of the Bb trumpet, 

shown below, it is understandable that perfection could. be 

achieved more easily in a smaller range. 

ij_• . 
:Jt-e-

Menke quotes Praetorius (1571-1621) as saying about the 

cle.rin range t 

Trommet is a noble instrument when a good master, who 
. can well and cunningly control and rule it, plays· 
upon it and 1s smooth to use for without slides (such 
as the trombones are. governed by) one -can on this 
instrument in the high range have almost all tonis 
one after another, and several semitonia thereto, 
and oan play all sorts of melodies.2 . 

Trumpets were built in the keys of C, D, Eb, F and G; but 

the most popular by far was the instrument in D. 

- The possibilities of harmony available in this · 

division of part a 'gave ri.se to the trumpeter · bands popular 

1Menke, ~£• ill•, PP• 31, 33. 

2 Ibid., P• 57 • 
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with military groups everywhere during the f1fteenth, ' s1x-
. 

teenth, and seventeenth centuries. Trumpeter bands con-

sisted of either three or four parts, and to these was added 

a pair of kettledrums. Although the olarin a-nd the field

trumpet were pitched the same, the size or the bore and 

the mouthpiece ofte·n differed accord:i.ng to the range. The 

clarin was of small bore with a sha~low mouthpiece, whereas 

the mouthpiece and bore of the tromba were slightly en

larged; the prinzipal had still larger tubing and mouth

piece.1 To enlarge the capacities of these bands, trumpets 

in other keys were sometimes added to the usual ones in D 

or Eb, but this custom did not prove as successful as that 

of having all the trumpets pitched in D. Kappey gives an 

illustration of a fanfare in the ancient style from which 

the excerpts in Fig. 2, page 76, are taken. 2 

Simultaneously with the rise.of clarin playing, 

compose.rs began to write musically for the trumpet in clarion 

range, and the trumpet no longer was used·merely to aooom

pany , the singing in · church and to play f an,rares for the 

princes end nobl~s. Schering quotes in his Geschiohte ill 
.Musik J:n Be1sp1elen (Bistori 2f Music!!!, Ex~ples) a motet 

for four voices,, two trumpets and two trombones,written es 

early as 1413 tor ~he -indu'otion of Mooen1go as Doge of 

1Kappey, ~• ill• • pp. 51-52. 

2Ibid., PP• 51-53. 
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Ven1oe. 1 Richard Goldman names two significant work$ writ

ten in the sixteenth century: Fantasia for six trumpets, 

by ~obert Parsons, who died in 1569, and Toccata for four 

trumpets by De Maoque, whose dates are give,n as approximately 

1555-1613. 2 Galpin mentions a ballet composed in 1581 to 

celebrate the marrie.ge of Margaret of Lorraine, which is 
' . 

_ scored for two Trombe (trumpets), two Viole 2!. Bracoio 

(arm-viol.), and a Fagotto (bassoon). 3 Praetor1us composed 

a Passamezzo for six trumpets .• 4 

This early division or' parts was climax_ed . with the 

composition of the opera Orfeo 1n 1608, by .Monteverde. This 

work was scored for one clarion and three trumpets with 

mutes, 5 and it -is believed that this was the first·t1me 

mutes were used in connection with trumpets. 6 Monteverde's 

scoring set the precedent for the division of trumpet parts 

that took place late in the seventeenth and eighteenth .cen

turies.. Schwartz records in brief summary that th.is vogue 

of writing high parts for the clarin, which oustom was 

late~ to reach its peak of development in the works of Bach 

and Handel, was further developed by Stradella .(ea. 1645), 

lArnold Schering, Gesoh1chte Der Musik in Beispielen 
(Leipzig: Breitkopf und Hartel, 1931},p. 23. 

· 2ooldme.n, .21?.• ill.•~ P• 33. 

3Galp1n, Textbook of European Musical Instruments, 
pp. 236-237. 

4ooldman, !?E.• ill•, P• 34. 

5Elson, .2R.• ill.•, p~ 42. 

6schwartz, 2£• ill.•, P·• 162. 



and P.allavicino (ea. 1616). By 1700, both Domenico Scar

latti and Henry Purcell were making use of the clarion in 

extremely high and ornamental passages. 1 

In this chapter the writer has .attempted to cover 

the development of the trumpet from the· time of the Roman 

Empire to the period of the ·sixteenth century when music 
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was beginning to rise again after throwing off the fetters 

of church restrictions. The trumpet had gre>wn from a singl.e 

straight, four-foot tuba or metal, capable of giving only a 

few harsh, strident tones, to the curved eight-foot trumpet, 

the range of which encompess~d tour octaves. The possible 

overtones resulting from the length in tubing and the de

velopment of these high tones by the clarin players bad 

placed the trumpet in the role of . a melodic . 1nstr-ument, 

capable of a cle.ar pianissimo in its upper register. 

1.!!?.!g., P• 163. 
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Fig. 1. •• Flourish tor trumpets 
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Fig. a. -- Grand',:, Trumpeter March 



CHAPTER III 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF CLARIN-PLAYING AND ITS CLIMAX 

IN THE COMPOSITIONS OF BACH AND HANDEL 

The term "clar1n" is derived from the Latin word, 

, "clarus," meaning clear and bright. In the sixteenth and 

seventeenth _centuries, the term was applied to the highest 

trumpet part because of its bright tone-color.! BYi the 

eighteenth century the term clarin was used t_o designate 

the highest trumpet parts extending _from Con the third 

space of the treble clef to the C above and even higher. 

That the term had other uses 1s proved by .Menke in his 

. paraphrase from Elchborn, who; born in 1847, was himself' 

an accomplished trumpeter and an authority on the history 

of the medieval trumpet: 

· According to Eiohborn, the terms Clar1n-playing and 
Prinzipal-playing ·were used for ·centurles to dis
tinguish between playing simply and forcing the 
sound (ou1vre)J but fell into disuse again at the 
end of the eighteenth century. He goes on to say 
that 1n his · time Pr1nz1pal-play1ng has been termed . 
"tongue-playing" Uuasen m1t Zungensehlag), which 
he considers the most suitable. 1hen, however, the 
older term "Olarin-blowingn is employed, there is 
still an important distinction to be noted. For 
Olarin may mean ordinary blowing, in distinction 
from cuivre, but also p.le.ying in the high register 
from .treble C upward in which tonguing can be less 
used.2 

lMenk~, 2£• cit., p. 21. 

2 Ib1d. 

7'7 
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There seems to be some controversy among historians 

as to whether the clarin was a short or a long instrument. 

The clarin of the eighteenth century would have to be at 

least an eight-foot trumpet to produce the open tones neces

sary for the clarin-parts of that period. Figure 3, pagel03, 

gives the series of open tones possible on an eight-foot 

trumpet in C, The trumpet in D would sound a major second 

lower, and the trumpet in F would sound a perfect fourth 

higher. The blacked-in notes indicate the out-of~tune har

monics. · It must be remembered that they are out or tune 

only in rele.tion to the modern diatonic scale. This "flawed" 

pitch of the seventh, eleventh, fourteenth,· twenty-second, 

etc., harmonics is a physical and acoustical fact showing 

up on all string and other instruments. This principle of 

acoustics is also the reason for the inability to east 

hung bells, carillons and chimes so that they will be per

fectly in tune with the pr~sent-day diatonic scale. 

After the seventeenth century pioneering of Monte

verdi and . other composers, the lo~ or the trumpet improved. 

Almost all important composers of the seventeen,th end eight

eenth centuries wrote tor the trumpet and used. to a great 

exten~ the division of parts previously quoted from Kappey. 

The lower trUDlpet parts wer~ employed to add volume an:1 pro-
-

,gram effect, and the olarin only was used for solo passages. 

Daubeny writes that from the sixteepth to the eighteenth 

centuries the greatest compose~s wrote many arias with 
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trumpet ·obbligato. 1 Beginning with the last quarter or · the 

seventeenth century, according to Forsyth, the trumpet was 

continually employed, chiefly as a solo instrument, to play 

all sorts of bravura passages, principally 1n the top regis-

ter. The development of this type of music for the trum-

pet was probably parallel to the · rise of the florid., ncolora

turan arias of the later seventeenth century operas. It 

will be recalled that the orchestra, as such, w·as not 

standardized until the latter pert _of the eighteenth cen

tury • . Any combination·of instruments, however miscella

neous, could be designated as a consort or orchestra·. Com-· 

posers wrote most of the time for the instruments whioh tb.ey 

had at hand, and quite often they wrote for a part_icular 

performer. If they could. obtain the services or a good 

trumpeter, then their parts for the instrument were florid; 

if not, trumpets were added only for volume or sonority. 

If the text or .title of a composition contained some sug

gestion ~f the battlefield., ·or perhaps a storm, trumpets 

were used as a matter of cour·se. Monteverdi ·was probably 

aware of these pos~1bi11t1ee when he grouped his instruments 

according to the text which they were to accompany: trum

pets, trombones and drums ix1 battle, fiutes .in pastoral, 

and viols and lutes 1n love scenes. 3 The following ~1st 

1Deubeny, ~~ gll., p. 84. 

2Forsyth, -2£• ill_., P• 91. 

3Mar1on Bauer and Ethel R. Peyser, Music Through 
. the Ases (New Yorkl G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1932), P• 114. 



gives some idea of the nature ot compositions with solo 

trumpet parts in the seventeenth .century: 

Nicolas Hasse, . ca. 1658, Poli.sh Dances for two trum
pets and basso continuo,l 

Andre Pbilidor, Pieces de ·Trompettes et .Timballes, 
publishe·d in· 1685, a eoITe~tion of fifty-two pi~ces 
in 2, 3, 4, 5 end 6 parts~ 
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. Nuremburg, an unknown composer, 1662, thirteen sonatas 
for fiddle, viola end two trumpets,3 · . 

Ro.ma.nus We:t.chlein, . 1695, sonatas for two violins, tw.o 
violas, 'cello, bass e.nd two trumpets, 4 · 

J. H. Schmelzer (1623-1687), from an Arie written in 
1667 for the wedding of Leopold I of Aust~ia, a cor
rente, follia and sarabande for trumpets and tympan1,5 

Samuel Scheidt (1587-1654), Courante for two clarin1 
end three trombones,6 • 

J. J. Mouret (1682-1738), forty-seven Divertissements, 
including fanfares for trumpets, oboes and tympani,7 

M. s. Sartorio, 1681, Sinfonia and Arie from the opera, 
L'Adelaide, for two trumpets, two violins, two violas, . 
basso~ and basso continuo,8 · 

Carlo Palle.vioino, Sinfonia from the opera Il D1o
clet1ano, 1675, for trumpet, two violins and baiso 
contlnuo.9 · 

lR1chard Franko Goldman, The Band's .Music (New York: 
Pitman Publishing Corporation, 1938T, p. 34 • . · 

2 . 
Ibid., P• 35. 

3Menke 1 .212.• ill•, P• 65. 

4Ibid. 

5Goldman• 21?.• ill•,· P• 34. 

6 lb1d. 
7 Ibid., P• 36. 

8Scher1ng, ~• m~, pp~ 290-293. 

9Ibid,, PP• , 293-294. 
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That the trumpet could be used at all in chamber-music 
. ~ 

groups is explained by the fact that the good glarin-players 

were capable of a clear pia~1ssimo in the upper register. 

Sachs gives as reaeon for this phenomenal feat the na~row 

bell, thick metal and heavy mouthpiece of the clarin. 1 

Instruments other than the folded trumpet were often 

used to play clarton parts. Galpin describes from Prae

torius a sixteenth century instrument with cylindrical tub

ing woun4 in marry turns like the post horn, called the 

Jaser-trommet. 2 Daubeny calls it the French tromEette de 

chasse and adds that' the bell was small and restricted. 3 

.Menke believes- that the jager..-trommet gave the fullest and 

softest tone of all the clarin instruments, his reason 

being that the more evenly distributed curves caused less 

refraction of sound waves than the sharper curving of the · 

regular long trumpet. 4 There was also a oiroular instru

ment invented by Wogel in 1748, called the_ Inventions

trozppete.5 This 1nstr~ment had ·elides, ~itting into the 

end or into the middle, by means of which it could be 

raised or lowered into other keys. Another type of trumpet, 

p. 236. 

P• 228. 

lsachs, History 2! Musical Instruments, p. 328. 

2Galp1n, Textbook ·-2.a European tmsical Instruments, 

3 : 
Daubeny, .212.• ill•, pp. 73-74. 

4 Menke , 9J?. • ill,. , pp. 203, 205. 

5oalpin, Textbook .2n· European Musical Instruments, 
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very similar to the jager-trommet, was the hand or "stopt" 

trumpet Which was adopted in imitation or Hampel's _stopped 

horn, which he invented about 1760. The instrument was 

made in the shape of a crescent which brought the bell 

within reach of t~e player. This method was not very suc

cessful, for the quality of the stopped tones was out of 

keeping with the brilliant tone color or the trumpet. 1 

This instrument was called the trompette ·~ demi-lune in 

France. 2 

There are several records that make mention of the 

more famous or the cle.rin-trumpeters. One of the earliest 

of' these was the Idargrave of Brandenburg's "Cle.rin-Trum

peter," Nusser• who was playing in 1561. 3 Another of the 

early ones was Fantini, e.n Itelian trumpet virtuoso who 

lived about 1600. 4 He used a jager-trommet and tried to 

give 1t a chromatic scale by means of hand-stopping. 5 This 

is especially s1gn1f.1oant for it was about a hundred and 

sixty years ahead of the invention of the stopped horn 

by He:mpel. .Menke writes that Fantini has been given 

credit from many souroes for being able to play a pure 

1Ib1d., P• 23'7. 

2lbid. 

3Menke, .212.• .2.!i•, P• 43 • 

41b1d. • P• 53, 

. 5Ib1d,, p~ 51. 
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chrome.tic scale. 1 ~ere 1s no definite proof the.t he used 

the stopped trumpet extensively, but that he did try to 

find .some means of producing chromatic tones is evident in 

his sonatas for trumpet in which altered notes are intro

duce,d frequently. It would seem automatically to follow 

that he would not have scored for his own instrument some

thing that he himself could not execute. In a sonata of his 

for organ and trumpet, Fantini wrote e.n abrupt modulation 

in the trumpet part from the key of C to that of D, involv-
1 

ing C sharp on the third space of the treble clef; this 

would have to be either a stopped note or one forced in 

tune by the lip, which is no easy feat. 2 Of Fantini and 

Reiche, who will be discussed later in connection with the 

trumpet parts of Bach, Galpin says: 

Artists, such as Fantini and Reiche, ·seem to have 
almost attained the impossible both in compass, ex
ecution and even chromatic intonation, which 1n their 
day was wholly dependent upon the practised ·em
bouchure of the pertormer.3 

Fantini limited the upper compass of the trumpet to the C 

above the treble olef. 4 Daniel Speer, a seventeenth cen

tury authority on the trumpet, gives the following advice 

for clarin-trumpeters: 

p. 237. 

.1Ib1d., PP• 53, 55• 

2 lb1d. 

3Galp1n, Textbook .21! 

4 Menke, .21?.• ill•' P• 

Euro;eean Musical Instruments, 

55. 



Above all an incipient shall accustom himself° to 
draw in his cheeks, not blow them out, for this is 
not only unseemly but hinders the breath from hav
ing its due outlet and causes a man pains at the 
temples, so that true trumpeter·s are accustomed · to 
box the ears or their pupils to cure them of this 
habit. l · · 

He goes on to add five requirements for clarin-play1ng: 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

(5) 

healthy physical strength; · 
strong, . long c-ontinuing t,reathJ 
a quickly ··moving ·tongue; 
a willing· industry 1n co·nstant practice, whereby 
the embouchure is · conquered and . P,re serve·d; .. · · 
good, long trills, _ that are made .with the chin, 
which must therefore be accustomed to trembling 
or sh1ver1ng.2 
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Among Speer's eomp-os1t1ons there are two airs for six trum

pets written about 1685. 3 It will be noted that this date, 

1685, was the birth year of Baoh, Handel and Domenico Scar

latti. 

Johann Casper Altenburg, born in 1679, was a German 

trumpet virtuoso who served in the Hessian service ·in the 

regiment of Prince Adolf of Saxony; he was also Court Trum

peter in 17-11 in Weissenfels; and concertized widely 

thro~ghout Ger~ny. 4 His son, Johann Ernst, said of his 

father's playing: 

His tone in cls.rin-playing and the ditfe~ent modi
fications of the same, which he understood how to 
combine singingly and flowingly, his facility alike 

llbid., P• . '75~ 

2 · Ibid., P• 77. 

30o1dme.r1, !&• cit., P• 35. 

4 .Menke~ 22• . !ll• , p ~ 95. 



in the high and low registers, his expression of 
the diffel"ent manners and his ·utteran~e were, ·be 
.it spoken without vanity, artless and singular. 
Clarin-playing was not at all difficult to him and 
he coultl play so softly that one oould scarcely 
hear it, yet so that -each tone was clearly distin-
fuishable.l · 
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In the same reference, Altenburg's son says of him that he 

was better at "Clar1n~play1ng" than at "Prinzipal-playing," 

which further proves that t~eters were not expected to 

be able performers in a:11 registers. The son, born in 

1734, is said by Me~ke to have b~~n a lawyer, author, sound 

musician, composer and master of. the trumpet. 2 He wrote a 
, 

combined treatise and instruction book entitled:, Attempt!! 

.!!! Introduction ~ the Heroic-Musical ~ ~ the Trumpeters 

and Kettle-Drummers. In this treatise he writes of olarin-- ----- ------
playing as follows: 

We understand by Clarin or Ola.rin-part more or less 
that which among singing voices is called· the !!!!_• · 
cant, namely, a oert1l.in melody played .mostly in the 
oete.ve from treble (L to ·c in alt, high and clearly. 
The right e~bouchure for the product1:on of this 
sound is Uilcommonly difftcult to acguix•e and 1s not 
to be defined by fixed rules. Practtce ·must here do 
the best _ it oan, although . a great deal depends on · 
the formation of the lips.3 . · 

The younger Altenburg mentions only the ordinary trumpet 

(kammerton1g) in B 1n connection with the playing of the 

high oiarin parte.4 Johann Walther (1684-1748), as · quoted 

libid., PP• 97, ·.99. 

2 lbid., P• 85. 

3lb1d., P• 87. 

411:;1d., P• 9~. 
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by Manke, tells of a member of ~he _Erfurt Council Band, who 

was able to warble on the trumpet up to C above high C, and 

beyond, like a robin radbreast. 1 The ola.rin-trumpeters 

seem to have been predominantly German and Italian. The 

~°'ranch did not develop elarin-playing to any great extent. 
i 

In the first place .Fr_enc~ COlpPOsers did' not utilize the · 

trumpets as much a.-s those· of other countries. Pere Mer

senne, French mathematician, who discovered several impor

tant acoustical laws 1n connection with the vibrations of 

strings (in .fact, the only _four laws that have ever been 

formulated, known by the designation of Mersenne's Laws), 

published in 1636 a comprehensive treatise entitled Harmonie 
.\ 

Universelle which dealt exhaustively with most of the phases 

of music of his time. Mersenne, in the aforemen~ioned work, 

writes that the trumpet could encompass a th1r~y-second but 

that the French trumpeters did not utilize this opportunity~ 2 

Manke gives as reason for this lack of interest 1n ✓ c1arin

playing 1n France the natural preference for the F tr~et, 

which would place the open tones a third higher than those 

of the D trumpet, thereby increasing the difficulty of plaJ

ing.3 _ The English, on the other hand, preferred the trum

pet tuned in G for fanfares because of its brilliant tone 

libid., pp. -97 . 
I 99. : 

2 Ibid., p~ 43. 

3Ib1d., P• 49. 
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quality. 1 There must have been, however, someuse of the 

clarin..-trumpet in England, :for Handel had no . difficultf 

finding players . for his high, florid parts. 

It has been mentioned already that moat of the Eng

lish trumpets were, made by, the king• s tru1npeters,. William 

Bull being the best known !!lmong these. Galpin writes also 

that a -certain A~gustin Dudley was well known as an instru

ment maker and that a trumpet made by him in 1651 1s still 

preserved in the London llltseum. 2 The favorite instrument 

mo.kers in Germany were members of t·f~rtain Nuremburg f e.rni

lies. Among these di'stinguished makers were Johann Wtlhelm 

Haas, Johann !eon.hard Ehe, senior,.e.nd his son who bqre the 

same name. There is a trumpet, p;reserved at the Hochsehule 

fur Musik in Berlin,. made by Ha~s sometime during the seven

teenth century,. which is tuned in D and is 205 c.ent !meters 

or a little over seven feet in length. 3 One made by Johann 

Leonhard 'Ehe, junior, 1n 1735, ·measures 234 centimeters or 

approximately seven and orie-half feet in length.4 Other 

popular instrument-makers were Heinrich Veit of Naumburg, . 

and Heinrich Pfeifer of Leipzig, both living in the 

sev.enteenth century •. 5 The German ·'trumpet makers were almost 

llbid.·, p •. 143. 

2Galp1n, fil English Instruments 2f. _NIUsic, p. 205. 

3Menke, 2£•- ill•, P• 201. 

4Ib1d. 

5Ib1d. 
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always town musicians. 1 

The regimental- arid town bends of the eighteenth cen

tury did not employ the clarin register to a great extent. 

The prevalent instrumentation of these bands, .as given by 

Ksppey, was two flutes, two oboes, two horns, one or two 

trumpets, two o~ three bassoons, and a baes-trombone. 2 

With only two trumpets in these bands, it is likely that 

they were needed for · support more in the middle than in the 

upper register. Then, too, the clarinets and flutes were 

sufficiently well developed to be able to play the higher 

parts with more ease • . Kappey reproduces 0 .. Saxony. march of 

1720 in which the parts scored for the trumpets do not 

rise above Eon the fourth space of the treble ole:r. 3 In 

c'onnect1.on with theae bands an attempt was made to over

come the limitations o.f the natural trumpet by the addi

tions of crooks permitting tuning into other keys. These . 

slides or crooks could give chromatic tuning throughout the 

two octaves extending from B flat on the second line of the 

bass clef to B flat on the third line of the treble clet. 4 

When a number of trumpets of .different tunings were used, 

this invention enabled, by the interchanging of the melody 

l ·. . .. 
Ibid_., pp. 33, 35. 

2Kappey, 212.• .£.ll.~ p. 75. 

3Ibid. 

4lbid., P• 53. 
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among the instruments, the playing of compositions which 

were hitherto impossible. Farmer claims superiority for 

the German bands of the eighteenth century, saying that 
. . 

both Peter the Great and the King of Portugal sent to Ger-

many for trumpeters and kettle-drummers. 1 

The role of the trumpet in the development of the 

orchestra changed consid_erably during the ei~teenth cen

tury~ At the beginning of the century, trumpets were still 

divided into three or four parts with -the upper or clarin

part almost on a melodic level with the violin and flute~ 

The clarin-r~nge, however, was not always em.ployed when the 

trumpets were used in the ensemble. It was utilized more 

for solo compositions or special ensembles. As the orches

tra established itself more securely, the trumpets to

gether \Vith the drums were used only for voluni(l, and bril

lianoe.2 Carse writes that it is very difficult to judge 

the true trumpet parts of the eighteenth century in view of 

the fact that the compositions published at that time did 

not always include trumpet and drum parts. Trumpets and 

drums were considered unessential instruments and were 

quite often omitted from the score. 3 The numbE:r of trum

peters listed 1n the court orchestras of the eighteenth 

lFarmer, .QI;?,. cit., pp. 48-49. 

2Adam Carse, The Orchestra in the XVIIIth CenturY: 
(Cambridge: w. Hefter end Sons, Ltd., 1940), pp. 42-43. 

3Ib1d., pp. 139-140. 
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century was often erroneous, too, consider:tng that either 

none or else all of the military players of the household 

· were listedo V'vben trumpeters were needed, · this military 

corps usually supplied the number, and they were not then 

counted as a regular pert of the household staff of mu

sicians •1 Another reason tha.t the count would not always 

be accurate was because of the verse.tile sktlls of the trum

peters in pla.ytng several other instrumen~s. For exa.mp:l.e, 

Cerse lists six trumpeters 1.n the orchestra of the Arch

bishop of Salzburg in 1757 who played the violin· also. 2 

These eighteenth century orchestras oft~n s~1•ved 1n the 

churoh, fu.rn1sh1ng the accompaniment for the r1t·,1ai of the· 

.Mass, for the anthem or motet, and both for the indoor and 

outdoor . performs.noes of the cantatas, -oratorios and. s1.ng

sp1els. 3 

Johann Sebastian Bach, in hts many oompos1tions 

tor the church as well as in his secular eompos1t1ons, 

brought the olar1n-play:1.ng of the .trumpet to its climax. 

Bach's earlier compositions were patterned after the works 

of composers of his time. Dietrich Buxtehude ( 1637-1'707), 

organist at Lubeck, whom Bach walked fifty miles from Arn

stadt to hear play his Abendmusik (evening music) in- 1705, 

1Ib1d., p. 41. 

2Ib1d., p. 61. 

5Ib1d., p. 17. 
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was considered by his contemporaries to be a leading com

poser of his time. His compositions and style or playing 

nrust have made a great impression upon the young Bach for he 

extended his leave of absence given him by the authorities 

at Arnstadt from four weeks to three months. Among Buxte

hude 'a composit:i.ons for his Abendmus:i.k is his second can

tata · composed for the second Su,nday in Advent. Its sub

ject is the second coming of Christ, and it is scored for 

various strings and woodwinds plus three trombones and two 

trun~ets. His use of the trumpet was prophetic of what was 

to come. ~he composition opens with a flourish of trumpets, 

~ sordini' (with mutes). 1 One bass aria ''Behold 1 come 

quickly, and My reward is with Me" was probably the type · 

of writing which later influenced Handel's use of the· 

trumpet in the Messiah which will be discussed in more de

·ta1l later. 2 Bach's Easter Cants.ta, written in 1704 when 

he was nineteen and before he had heard Buxtehude play, 

employs much that was customary with composers of that 

period. ·The first number, a l?ass aria, is introduced by 

a short sonata in which three trumpets with drums and 

str1nges instruments are employed antiphonally with the 

organ. Toward the close, the trumpets and drums enter with 

1Ph111pp . Spitta, Johann Sebastian Bach (London1 
Noevello and Company, Ltd., 1899}, trans. Clara Bell and 
J. A. Fuller i\i.iaitland, P• 296. 

2 . 
Ibid., P• 299. 
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' a fanfare~ and the composit1o~ ends with a free imitation 

in all the parts.l As Bach developed his art more inde

pendently of those around him, · his trumpet parts acquired 

a greater brilliance and 1nd1v1due.lity. He utilized most 

of the possibilities or clarin-playing. From Be.oh's Christ

!!E!.!. Oratorio, Forsyth quotes a pe.ssage tor trumpet 1n D in 

which the highest note is high C as shown in F_ig. -4, p~ge 

104. Transposed for the modern B flat trumpet, this high 

C would be the E above, shown in Fig. 4 also. 

Bach also employed the trumpet extensively in a 

great many of his· other cantatas. Prout gives a passage 

from the cantata. Der Himmel lacht, in which the trumpet as

cends to D above high C, as shown in Fig. 5, page lOS. 

The six Concerti Grossi, commissioned by the Mar

grsve of Brandenburg, end known s.s the "Brandenburg Con

certo," were _ completed by Bach in 1721. They ·are con

certos for several inst~ents with two or more playing in 

solo performance against the supporting ensemble. 2 Bach 

never heard these compositions performed and after the death 

of the Margrave, they sold for ten cents apieoe. 3 . The Con

certo Grosso No. 2 in F major is. scored for trumpet, flute, 

llbid., I, 235. 

2Albert Weir (ed. ).i Ohamber Suites and Concerti 
Grossi (New York: Longmans, Green and Company, 1940), 
p. 9. 

3van Loon, -22• ill_., p. 485. 
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oboe and violin, with a string band as accompaniment~ It 

adheres to the s:br1ct form of the concerto grosso except 

that it calls for four so10 ·1nstruments instead of the cus

tomary conce~tino ot two violins and violoncello. 1 The 

trumpet part in the first movement 1s very ornate, contain

ing trills on F sharp and on high B natural. Excerp.ts from 

this movement ar_e given in Fig. 6, page 106. There are a few 

chromatic tones, G sharp above the treble clef, F sharp on 

the top line· of the same clef~ Bb on ·the third line and 

the one an octave above. 1111s movement alternates between 

rapid diatonic sixteenth-note· passages and eighth-note chord 

backgrounds. 1 The andante of the second movement has no 

trumpet part. The third movement, al;l.egro assai, has a 

very elaborate trumpet part employing frequent trills and 

rapid sixteenth-note passages. The movem,ent begins with a 

trumpet solo against violoncello .accompaniment. This · solo 

is quoted in Fig~ 7, pagel07. It 1s notable that this con

certo grosso 1s one of the few things Bach scored for trum

pet in F~ · 

The Chamber Suites Nos. 3 and 4,contain . important 

and difficult trumpet parts. Suite No. 3 in D major is 

scored for two oboes, three trumpets, timpani and strings. 2 

Excerpts from Suite No. 3 a:re g-iven in Fig. 8, page 108. 

lwe1r, 22.• ill•, p. 9. 
21bid., P• 75. 



Suite No. "4., also in D major., 1s scored for t .hree ,oboes, 

three trumpets, bassoon, t1mpai:i1 and strings. 1 
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The Lutheran .service of Bach's time did not en

tirely abandon the Catholic .Maas but shortened it to include 

only the Kyrie and Gloria. Bach wrote four of these short 

masses but his great~ in ~ -minor, composed in the period 

. from 1733 to 1737, is a complete Catholic Mass with a per

formance ti.me Qf three hours. 2 For aocompan iment to the 

Mass, Be.oh scored for an orchestra of three -trumpets., two 

flutes, two oboes, two bassoons, strings and continuo with 

organ. Excerpts from the part for solo trumpet in the 

Credo, and 1;he parts scored for three trumr,et s in the Gloria, 

are given in Figs. 8 and 9, . pages . 108-09. 

Menke writes tha.t, in general, and particularly on 

festive occasions, Bach wrote for three trumpetst' the ex

oeptions being the O~unoil Election cantata, Preise Jeru

salem or 1730, and the Christmas cantata Ohristnn, atzet 

die sen Tag in Metall und .Marmelstein of 1723, 1n w;ti1oh he. 

scores for four trumpets.3 

Among his trumpet parts Bech also scored for the 

tromba £! tirar$1 and an unknown instrument, the litui. 

Carse holds the view . that the tromba 5'.!!, t1rars1 was e. 

1Ib1d .. 

2nouglas · Moore, From .Madrigal ~ bbdern Imisic ·( New 
York: · w. w. Norton and Company, 1942), PP• 78-79. 

3.Menke • ~• .2.!l•, p. 131• 
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treble t~om~one, 1 but Sachs believes . that the term was used 

to designate the so-cal4ed "sliden trumpet or the seven

teenth century. He describes one of these slide tttumpets 

made in Naumburg in 1651 and preserved in the Berlin Instru

mental Museum. Its appea];"e.nce is like that ot th,e regular 

trumpet except for its moutbp1ece which is about ten inches 

in length and can .be pulled in and out to fill the .gaps in 

the natural see.le of the instrument. To. play this trumpet 

. the per.former had to press . the mouthpieee . agai.nst his lips 

with one hand and .pull the trumpet back and forth with the 

other. 2 Whatever was the nature of the trombe. !!! tire.rs!, 

Bach used it to strengthen the melody ot the ohore.les in a 

minor key or in a key impossible to tne natural trumpet. 

In the cantata, .2 Ewigkeit, duDonnerwort (No. 20), the 

tromba !!!_ tirarsi is used to strengthen the chorale melody 

of the sopranos, and in the cantata, ... ~ eollst Gott, de1nen 

Henn, l1eben .. (No. 't'l), 1t appears as a solo obbl~gato in

strument agfinst a quiet, sustained aria for alto. 3 Bach 

sometimes calla this instrument a horn, corno ~ tirare1. 

In cantata No. 46, he writes for tromba £ oorno g_! tirarsi, 

and ,in ca~tatae Nos. 67 and 162, he scores only for corno 

da ttrarsi. 4 According to Sachs, this term was used not so 

lAdam Carse, The Historz ~ Orchestration (New York: 
E. P. Dutton and Company, 1925 J, P• is. . . 

2sachs, Histori .Q!· Musice.l Instruments, p. 385. 

3J4enke, .2E.• .2.!i• ,. p. 159. 

4saehe, H1storz 2! Imslcal Instruments, p. 385. 
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muoh to indicate a slide instrument as to escape the wrath 

of the trumpeters' guild by not infringing on their rights. 1 

In the cantata, .2 Jesu 'Obrist; mein' s Lebens Lioht, Bach 

scores for two 11tu1. Prout writes that the examination of 

these parts 1nd.1ca.tes th~rt this instrument would have been 
0 a natural horn or trumpet in ·B flat.CJ The use of this term 

may have been merely another device tor. escaping the re

strictions of the guilds. · 

As mentioned previously, Bach, like other composers, 

scored his trumpet parts for the players available. Par

ticularly outstanding among these players was Gottfried 

Reiche (1667-1734), who was a toWn-mu.s1o1an of Leipz;g dur

ing Bach's early years there as cantor at St. Thomas' Church. 

This position was held by Bach from 1723 until his death · in 

1750. Reiche is pictured, in the painting by Hauesmann, 

· with a .1aser-tro:mmet. 3 Schering describes this particular 

instrument as being curved in the shape or_ a. post horn, with 

cylindrical tubing end a trumpet mouthpiece. He goes on to 

add that the mouthpiece and this type of tubing probably 

gave the instrument a trumpet rather than a horn tone.4 

Re1cbe 1s purpose in using a curved instrument was possibly 

1Ib1d. 

211>enezer Prout, The Orchestra (London: Augener, 
Ltd. ,· 189'7) , I, 219•220. 

3:Menke, .2:e.• ill•, P• 123. 

41b1d. 
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the same as -that of. Fantini: the exeoution of ehroms.tie 

tones. · Menke oonoludes from the · painting and also from pre

served instruments of this type that Reiehe's instrument was 

probably in the key · of D with a · slide-tuning down to· that 

of c. 1 Reiche was succeeded in Leipzig by Johann Casper 

Gleditsch and Johann Cornelius Gentzmer. 2 D~spite· the 

fact that ·there is little record of _these last two trum

peters, · the trumpet parts of Bach during their period :f\lr

nish proof of their virtuosity. 3 One obscure fact wl)ich 

may have influenced Bach's use of the trumpet was his mar

riage in 1721 to Anna Wulkan, daughter . or ·the Court Trum~ 

peter at Waissenfels. 

Bach's greatest contemporary, George Frederick Han

del, was born in the same year; 1685. These two oomposevs 

were- both Germans, and, being of the. ~ame period, they in

herited the same musical traditions. · Whil$ Handel w1-ote 

many · high, florid parts for the trumpet, he did not use· the 
' , 

instrument as extensively as did Baoh. His :most striking 

use of the trumpet was in the scoring of his oratorios 

which for the · most part called for three trumpetsi f -irst · 

and second ole.rino ·and pr.inzipal. Kappey writes that the 

trumpet pat-ts for the choruses or 1h e oratorios were 

libid., p. 129. 

2 Ib1d. 

3Ib1d. 
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usually written in the key of D. The chorus "How Excel

lent" from the oratorio, Saul, written in 1739, is scored . 

for three trombones, two, trumpet.a, kettle-drums, three 

oboes, violins, ciolas and ba.sses. 1 Handel's most spec-· 

ta.cular use or the trumpet is the obbligato to the bass 

ar1a, "The Trumpet Shall Sound.," from the .Messiah. Part 

of this solo, beginning with bar five., is given 1n Fig. 10, 

page 110. This trumpet obbligato is interwoven into the . 

bass aria in such a manner as to vividly- illustrate the 

tex.t, "The trumpet shall sound and . the dead shall be raised." 

The pitch rises within the pprase, establishing a close as

sociation between th~ trumpet part and the sense of the 

words. This · manner of scoring adds much to the dramatic 

effect of the text. In the same oratorio two trumpets are 

-employed in the cttorus ~ ''Worthy is the Lamb,_" and in "Glory 

to -God," in which the two trumpets parallel the voeal 

phrases and are used to sustain and reinforce the tone 

rather than to add to the effect of the ~ext. 2 

Written to celeb~ate a victory in the field, the 

Dettingen I!_ ~um employs trumpets and dl'Ums in the man

ner· of most military mus1c. 3 In_ the oratorio, Joshua, 

Handel 'Scores tor two trumpets and two horns in the ma.re~ 

1w .. J. Henderson, How Music Developed (New Yorkt 
Frederick A. Stokes OompanY::-1898), P• 163. 

2Menke, .21?.• ill_. , p. 163. 

3Ib1d., P• 185. 
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·for the carrying of the Ark. 1 The published version of the 

Royal Fireworks .Musick includes string p_e:rts, but_ I-Ie.ndel 

wrote an unpublished version sc_ored for twenty-four oboes, 

twelve basso_ons, nine trumpets, _ nine horn·s, :three pairs_ of 

-kettle--drums, ~d a double-b.s.sa. 2 - This latter one was per

formed April 27; 1749, at a fireworks ~ispla7 in celebra

tion of the peace of A1;x-la-Chapelle • . Schoeloher, in his 

biography of Handel, quotes from the Gentleman's Magazine 

for April, 1749, a description of the bandstand erected 

for this occasion and the fire which destroyed 1t: 

The machine was situated in the Green Par~, 500 feet 
from bis -!dejesty's Library, and represented a magnifi
cent Derick temple, from which extended two wings, 
terminated by paiillions, 114 feet in height, to the 
top of his Majesty's arms i · 410 feet long. • • • .
Di.spos1 t1on of the f.1re-work: after a grand overture 
of warlike instruments, composed b1 Mr. Handel, a s"ig
nal was given for the commencement of the fire.;.work • 
• • • ,. The construction caught fire, and his Ma
jesty's library narrowly escaped being burnt.3 

The trumpeters in London in Handel's day were the 

sergeant trumpeters and the ordinary trumpeters of the. 

King's court. ·John Shore beeG.111e sergeant trumpeter in 1707. 

He was associated with Purcell and no doubt with Handel, 

since his nalne remained on the lists until his death in 

1752. 4 He was also famous for his invention of the tuning-

1Ib1d., p. 163. 
. . 

2v1ctor Schoelcher~ Life of Handel (London: Trub
ner and Company, 1857), pp. 135-136. 

3 lbid., PP• · 312•313. 

4carse, The Orchestra _.!!! fil XVIIIth Oenturx, p. 77. 
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fork in 1711., Valentine Snow became sergeant trumpeter in 

1748 and was thereafter consistently as!:iociated with Han

del's trumpet parts.l 

Even with the virtuoso players and specially built 

instruments, the technique of playing the out--of-tune har

monics to fit the key must he.Ve been very d~fficult. The 

blacked-in notes in Fig. l, page 75, show these out-or-tune 

tones. Menke suggests that perhaps the ears of' the listeners 

of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries VJere more toler-
' -

ant than those of present-day listeners. He goes on to add 

that 1n fast passages the attempt to produce the unnatural 

notes often must have failed. 2 Menke q_uotes some advice to 

composers, formulated by Eisel, a writer of Bach's day, in 

his Muaious autodidaetus written 1n 1738: 
' ' 

Let the composer abstain from such serd.tones, .. • • 
lest the hearers (whether they b~ instructed in music 
or not) get ear~~che from such tortured-out semi
tones: for they- can be forced from the instrument. 
but with great pains and this is only· to be done by 
skilful art1sts.3 

.Menke also quotes from Dr. Charles Burney' a deecr1p·t1on ot 

the musical performances for the Commemoration of Handel in 

1785 in I.ondont 

The favourite Base song, "The Trumpet shall sound" 
•••• was very well performed by Signor Tasca and 

• 

Mr. Se.rjant, who accompanied him on the trumpet admirably. 

1 Ibid. 

2Menke, ~• ill.•, P• . 147 • . 

3Ibtd., P• 213. 
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There are, however, some passages in the trumpet-
_part to this Ai~, which have always a bad effect 

from the natural imperfection of the instrument. In 
Handel's time, composers were not so delicate in writ
ing for Trumpets and French-Horns as at present; it 
being now laid down as a rule, that the fourth and 
sixth of a key on both these instruments being nat
urally so muoh ou~ of tune that no player can make 
them perfect should never be used but in. short pass
ing notes, to which no base is giventhat can discover 
their false intonation. Mr. Sarjeant's tone is ex- . 
tremely sweet apd olear, but every time he was obliged 
to dwell upon G, the fourth of D, displeasure ap
peared ·in every oontenanoe.- •••• this false 
concord, or interval, perpetually deforms the fair 
face of harmony, e.nd indeed the face of almost every-
one that hes.rs it., with an expression of pa1-n. 1 - , 

Galpin writes with humor of these same out-of-tune notes: 

Unfortunately for most performers, the harsh har
monics of the upper register remained, · and it ·was 
said that such discordant notes, "when the trumpet 
shall sound; could not fatl to ra1s·e the dead. 2 

As · rar as exertion necessary for the playing of 

these high notes was concerned, trumpeters by the tlme of 

Baoh and He.ndel he.d not progressed so very much farther 

than the performers in ancient Greece and Rome, for Carse 

writes that a trumpet virtuoso named Graf died from hemorr

hage of the lungs brought on by excessive exertion during a 

concert sometime about the middle of the eighteenth century.3 

After the era .cf ~ach and Han~el, the use of the 

clarin register on the trumpet declined rapidly. The 

melodic use, of the trumpet was short-lived, finally giving 

l . . . . Ibid _. ,, pp, 165, 167, 169. 

2Galp1n, Textbook£!! European Musical Instruments, 
P• 237. 

3carse, !h!_ Orchestra!!! the XVIIIth Centur:y;. p. 13'7. 
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way to _the rhythmic and harmonic seoring ot Haydn, Mc>~art 

end Beethoven. The invention of the elar1net removed the 

necessity tor high trumpet parts. Those responsible for 

the decline of olarin-playing must have been the composers 

rather than the trumpeters, for it is hardly likely that 

an art so highly developed · would die so quickly unless the 

demand for it had lessened • . Carse writes in explanation 

of this decline: 

With a growing sense fbr fitness in orchestration, 
musicians would have no more of _these screaming trum
pets end hioeup1ng· horns in their music. The old · 
style of part had never really suited the instru
mentsJ -the perts had always been difficult and uncer
tain; the playing involved strain on the part of both 
players and listeners: and in the -:fourth octave or 
the harmonic series at least two notes were rather 
badly out of tune. There was nothing to be _i,aid ror 
the old style of part, and orchestration lost nothing 
good when it was abandoned. All that the old high 
florid trumpet and horn parts left behind them was a 
legacy of trouble whenever the old works were re
v1ved.l 

1 Ib1d., PP• 1:57-138. 
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Fig. 4. -• "Christmas Orat·or1o" ... Baoh 
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Fig. 5. ,..._ "Der Himmel Laehtri -- Ba.ch 
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Fig. 6. -- "Concerto Grosso No. 2" -- Bach 
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Fig. 7. -- "Chamber Suite No. 3" -- Bach 
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Fig. 8. -- '1Die Hebe Mease in H moll" (B minor Mass). 

-- Baoh 
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GLORIA 
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Fig. 9. -- "D1.e Hohe Messe in H moll lf ( B minor Mass) 

-- Bach 
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Fig. 10 .... "The Trumpet Shall Sound," from~ 
Messiah -- Handel. 



CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION 

The trumpet has been present in all eras of history· 

and has participated in all sorts of ceremonials from tribal 

rituals to the corone.tio·n of kings, court pageantry, and 

·festive celebrations of civilization. Its voice was em

ployed for purposes of lending dignity and sounding sig

nals at military events, and at ,all great celebrations to 

add majesty, volume and sonorit7. 

Primitive and prehistoric men .used the trumpet for 

purposes of signalling and frightening enemies and evil 
' 

spirits; they also endowed it w~th a magic connotation. 

The trumpet was first used in a -form that occurred in na

ture such as animal horns and sea shells, and the earliest 

manufactured instruments were made, of course, in imitation 

of these natural forms. As civ1lizat1on advanced and the 

use of metal oraft·s becaine known, _the trumpet gradually 

evolved into a cylindrical-shaped metal tube as distin

guished from the conical-shaped metal tube which was the 

prototype of the horn. 

The discovery of certain acoustical principles in 

connection with the length and bore of the tubing and 

111 
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shape .of the mouthpiece contributed to the evolution or the 
I 

trumpet. \V1t_h the help of their heritage from the past·, 

the Romans developed a set . of mil 1 tary ~rasse s whose len,gth 

ranged from four feet or less to eleven feet. 

The use of the trumpe~ was reserved early for the 

upper social classes. In Egypt ar1d Israel it could be -

played only by members of the priest~ood. . In Greece it• 

was played by the upper classes, as were all other mus1c·a1 

instruments. In Rome it was played by slaves· at the c~mmand 

of the aristocracy and 1t was also used extensively by the 
. ' . 

military. In the early Middle Ages the use of the trumpet 

reverted somewhat to.the common people, and it was e. mem

ber of the instrumental equipment of the minstrel. However, 
. ' 

· various ·restrictions were soon en-forced, and once again its 

use became controlled by the nobility. These restrictions 

possibly limited the development ot the trumpet and may ex

plain its late appearance as. a. melodic· .instrument. · Not un

til the eight-foot trumpet was adopted about the fifteenth 

century did there ~ppear any melodic use. 'l3y 1600 com

posers were wr1t1ng ·melod1o passages tor.- the long eight

toot trumpet which instrument they usually designated as 

the "clarin." These p,assages were written in the upper har

monic series of the- eight-foot instrument where it was pos-

sible to obtain a diatonic scale. The performance of these 

parts was called olar1n-play1ng as designated from .prin- · 

z1pal-play1ng which was the art of the :field-trumpeter. 
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Thes·e elarin-trumpeters, with the use of instruments with 

smaller-bored tubing and special mouthpieces, developed a 

highly specialized art. 

Composers · employed the trumpet in the manner of 

clarin-playing during the seventeenth and early part of the 

eighteenth centuries. As the orchestra developed and other 

instruments were found to be better suited to this higher 

range, the art of clarin-playing declined and after. the 

turn of the ' eighteenth century the trumpet had assumed the 

beginni~g of 1ta present-day role in the .orchestra. 

I 

The purpose of this thesis lJ.as been to present the 

history of ·the trumpet through the period of cla.rin-playing, 

and to give a resume of the development or· this art. The 

intent·1on of this -presentation has been to a.id in a knowl

edge of the evolution of the trumpet and to give an under

standing of the scoring of the trumpet parts of Bach and 

Handel and other ·composers of that period, 1nc·lud1ng an 

acquaintance with the -difficulties concerned in the present

day revivals of their compositions. 
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